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Abstract

For massless vertex-transitive transient graphs, the percolation phase transition for
the level sets of the Gaussian free field on the associated continuous cable system
is particularly well understood, and in particular the associated critical parameter
h̃∗ is always equal to zero. On general transient graphs, two weak conditions on the
graph G are given in [12], each of which implies one of the two inequalities h̃∗ ≤ 0

and h̃∗ ≥ 0. In this article, we give two counterexamples to show that none of these
two conditions are necessary, prove that the strict inequality h̃∗ < 0 is typical on
massive graphs with bounded weights, and provide an example of a graph on which
h̃∗ =∞. On the way, we obtain another characterization of random interlacements
on massive graphs, as well as an isomorphism between the Gaussian free field and
the Doob h-transform of random interlacements, and between the two-dimensional
pinned free field and random interlacements.
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1 Introduction

We consider level set percolation for the Gaussian free field on the cable system of
transient weighted graphs. This percolation model was first studied on the corresponding
discrete graph in [5], where it is proven that the associated critical parameter is non-
negative, and in fact the proof can be extended to the cable system. On a large class
of discrete graphs, the critical parameter is actually positive and finite, see [30, 36, 1,
11, 10]. However on the cable system, this model often undergoes a phase transition at
level zero, which was first proved in [22] on Zd, d ≥ 3, then on trees in [36, 1], and later
on a large class of transient graphs, possibly with positive killing measure, in [12]. In
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many cases, this phase transition is also particularly well understood in the near-critical
regime, see [9] on Zd, d ≥ 3, or [13] for additional results on general graphs. The very
precise description of critical exponents derived therein designate the Gaussian free
field on the cable system as a central model for percolation with long range correlations
due to its strong integrability. Knowing that phase transition happens at level zero seems
to be the root of this integrability, and we study in this article the limitations of this
result on general transient weighted graph.

In [12], two simple criteria on the underlying graph are introduced, which together
imply that the critical parameter associated to this percolation problem is equal to
zero: condition (Cap), which says that the capacity of any unbounded set is infinite,
and hkill < 1, see (1.1), which says that with positive probability the discrete random
walk on the graph will not be killed (by the killing measure). Canonical examples of
graphs satisfying (Cap) and hkill < 1 are massless (i.e. with zero killing measure) vertex-
transitive graphs. In this paper, we are interested in understanding the limit of this
result, and we present various examples of graphs which answer positively the following
questions: If either (Cap) or hkill < 1 do not hold, is it possible to find a graph with
strictly positive or negative critical parameter? Can one find a graph such that the
critical parameter is equal to zero, but (Cap) or hkill < 1 do not hold?

While trying to answer these questions, we will prove several results which are
interesting in their own right: another characterization of random interlacements when
hkill ≡ 1, see (1.9), or Corollary 2.3 for a more general result, and an isomorphism
between the Gaussian free field and the h-transform of random interlacements for any
harmonic function h, see Theorem 5.5, which holds under the same conditions as the
isomorphism in [12, Theorem 3.9]. When h = hkill, this corresponds to an isomorphism
between the Gaussian free field and killed random interlacements, that is the trajectories
in the random interlacement process which are killed, see Corollary 5.9, and when h is
the potential kernel on Z2, this corresponds to an isomorphism between the pinned free
field and two-dimensional random interlacements, see Theorem 1.2.

We use the same setting and notation as in [12] that we now describe briefly, and
we refer to Section 2 for details. We consider a transient weighted graph G = (G, λ̄, κ̄),
where G is a finite or countably infinite set, the weights λ̄x,y, x, y ∈ G, describe the
rate at which the canonical jump process on G jumps to a neighbour, and the killing
measure κx, x ∈ V , describe the rate at which it is killed. We allow the killing measure
κ to be infinite, and, using network equivalence, we define a triplet (G,λ, κ) so that κ
is finite, {x ∈ G : κ̄x < ∞} ⊂ G, and the restriction of the jump process on (G,λ, κ) to
{x ∈ G : κ̄ < ∞} corresponds to the jump process on (G, λ̄, κ̄), see around [12, (2.12)]
for details. When κ̄ is finite, which will be the case in most of the examples in this article,
this simply corresponds to the choice (G, λ̄, κ̄) = (G,λ, κ). Note that our percolation
results are only interesting when G is infinite (otherwise percolation questions are
always trivial), but allowing for G to be finite does not add any complexity and is relevant
in other results, for instance in Section 5.

Unless explicitly mentioned otherwise, we will assume that the jump process on
G is transient. One can naturally associate to G the cable system, or metric graph,
G̃, corresponding to a continuous version of the graph where each edge e = {x, y} is
replaced by an open interval Ie linking x to y, and where we add a half-open interval Ix
starting in each vertex x. We denote by G̃− the subset of G̃ consisting only of the edges
Ie for e ∈ E, that is removing the edges Ix starting from x for all x ∈ G.

One can then define a diffusion X = (Xt)t≥0 on the cable system G̃, starting in x

under the probability P G̃x , see for instance [16]. It behaves like a Brownian motion inside
the continuous edges and like the jump process on G on the vertices. The diffusion X
then stays in G̃ until a time ζ ∈ [0,∞], after which it remains in some cemetery state ∆,
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and, as t↗ ζ, either Xt reaches the open end of the cable Ix for some x ∈ G, and we say
that X has been killed, or Xt exits every bounded and connected sets, and we say that
X blows up or survives. Note that, when starting in x ∈ G, the event that X is killed
corresponds to the event that the jump process on G is killed (i.e. by the killing measure).
We define hkill as the probability to be killed and hsurv as the probability to blow up: for
all x ∈ G̃,

hkill(x)
def.
= P G̃x

(
(Xt)t≥0 is killed

)
and hsurv(x)

def.
= P G̃x

(
(Xt)t≥0 blows up

)
= 1− hkill(x).

(1.1)
The Gaussian free field on G̃ is then defined under some probability PG as the

centered Gaussian field (ϕx)x∈G̃ with covariance function given by

EG[ϕxϕy] = g(x, y), (1.2)

where g(x, y) is the average time spent in y by the diffusion X under P G̃x , see (2.3) for a
precise definition. We are interested in the level sets of the Gaussian free field, defined
as

E≥h
def.
= {x ∈ G̃ : ϕx ≥ h}. (1.3)

The critical parameter associated with the percolation of the level sets of the Gaussian
free field on the cable system is defined as

h̃∗
def.
= inf

{
h ∈ R : PG(E≥h contains an unbounded connected component) = 0

}
, (1.4)

where we say that a connected set F ⊂ G̃ is unbounded if and only if F ∩G is infinite.
Note that in the case of general transient graph G, it is not clear whether E≥h contains
an unbounded connected components with probability one for all h < h̃∗ or not. In [12],
two main results are proved about the percolation of the Gaussian free field on the cable
system. First,

if hkill < 1, then h̃∗ ≥ 0, (1.5)

see [12, (1.8)], where we write hkill < 1 when hkill(x) < 1 for all x ∈ G̃, or equivalently
hkill(x) < 1 for some x ∈ G̃. This first result is actually an easy consequence of an
extension of the isomorphism between random interlacements and the Gaussian free
field on the cable system, [22, Proposition 6.3], to massive weighted graphs, see (3.19)
and below in [12] for details. Let us now introduce the following conditions

cap(A) =∞ for all unbounded, closed, connected sets A ⊂ G̃, (Cap)

where cap(A) is the capacity of the set A, which one can interpret as the size of the set
A from the point of view of the diffusion X, see (2.7) and below for a precise definition,
and

E≥0 contains PG-a.s. only bounded connected components. (Sign)

Note that if (Sign) holds, then h̃∗ ≤ 0. The second main result of interest from [12] is
that

PG
(
cap(E≥0(x0)) <∞

)
= 1 for all x0 ∈ G̃, (1.6)

and therefore (Cap) =⇒ (Sign), (1.7)

see [12, Theorem 1.1,1)]. The implication (1.7) follows from the fact that, under con-
dition (Cap), every closed and connected sets with finite capacity are bounded, and
generalizes results on Zd, d ≥ 3 from [22] and on trees from [36] and [1]. It moreover
follows from (1.5) and (1.7) that if (Cap) is satisfied and hkill < 1, then h̃∗ = 0.

In this article, we present some (non-trivial) examples related to the implications
in (1.5) and (1.7), in order to understand better if the two conditions (Cap) and hkill < 1

are optimal or not. We sum up these examples in the following theorem.
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Theorem 1.1. 1) There exist graphs with hkill ≡ 1 and h̃∗ ≥ 0, see Corollary 3.2, and
so (1.5) is not an equivalence.

2) On (d + 1)-regular trees with large enough killing measure, or on a large class of
graphs with sub-exponential volume growth such that κ ≥ c and λ ≤ C we have
h̃∗ < 0, see Theorem 4.1, and so the implication (1.5) is not trivial.

3) There exists a graph for which (Sign) holds, but for which this property cannot be
directly deduced from (1.6), see Proposition 6.1 and the discussion below (6.1). In
particular (Cap) does not hold for this graph, and so the implication (1.7) is not an
equivalence.

4) There exist graphs for which (Sign) does not hold, see Proposition 7.1, and so the
implication (1.7) is not trivial.

In order to obtain most of the examples in Theorem 1.1 a major role will be played by
random interlacements, which were initially introduced on Zd, d ≥ 3, in [32], then on
any transient massless graphs in [37], and extended to their cable system in [22]. We
explain in details how to extend the definition of the random interlacement process to
the cable system of any transient weighted massive graphs in Section 2, see in particular
Theorem 2.1 and its proof in Appendix A, as a Poisson point process of doubly non-
compact trajectories modulo time-shift, and we denote by Iu ⊂ G̃ the set of points visited
by at least one of these trajectories, see Section 2 for details. Random interlacements
are linked to the Gaussian free field via an isomorphism theorem, first derived in [33]
on discrete graphs and in [22] on the cable system, and then strengthened in [36] and
[12]. In order to illustrate the role of random interlacements to study percolation for
the level sets of the Gaussian free field on G̃, we recall the following consequence of the
isomorphism theorem, which follows from [12, Theorem 1.1,2)]:

if (Sign) holds, then E≥−
√
2u has the same law as Cu ∪ E≥0 under PG ⊗ PI ,

where Cu denotes the closure of the union of the connected components of

the sign clusters {x ∈ G̃ : |ϕx| > 0} intersecting the interlacement set Iu.

(1.8)

Let us now comment on the proofs and the four class of examples in Theorem 1.1
in more details. The first example consists of a class of graphs with hkill ≡ 1, killing
measure diverging to infinity, and total weight from a vertex at generation n to all its
children also diverging to infinity, see (3.1) or (3.2) for precise conditions. We prove
that h̃∗ ≥ 0 on these graphs using the coupling with random interlacements described
in (1.8). When hkill ≡ 1, one can describe random interlacements on G̃− as follows:

if hkill ≡ 1, then the trace on G̃− of the random interlacement process has the same

law as a Poisson point process with intensity u
∑
x∈G

κxP
G̃−
x modulo time-shift,

(1.9)
where P G̃

−

x is the law of the trace X G̃
−

of X on G̃−, see [12, Section 2.3] for a more
precise description of this law and (2.4) and above in [12] for a definition of the trace of
a process. The description (1.9) of random interlacements is a direct consequence of
our construction of random interlacements, see Theorem 2.1, and its proof can be found
below Corollary 2.3. In Section 3, we will use the description (1.9) to prove that, on the
class of graphs that we consider, the random interlacement set either always contains a
supercritical Galton-Watson tree or percolates along some fixed infinite path, and thus
always contains an unbounded connected component. Using (1.8), will let us, in turn,
deduce that h̃∗ ≥ 0, and in fact h̃∗ = 0 under some additional conditions, see Corollary 3.2.
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Note that one can find examples of such graphs with either sub-exponential volume
growth or exponential volume growth, see the examples below Corollary 3.2, and that
one can also find examples of graphs with h̃∗ > 0 and hkill ≡ 1, see Remark 3.3.

The second class of examples in Theorem 1.1 consist of any graphs with λ ≤ C, κ ≥ c,
or just exponential decay of the Green function, see (4.2), and which have either sub-
exponential volume growth, see (4.3) for a more precise condition, or are (d+ 1)-regular
tree with large enough killing measure. The proof of the inequality h̃∗ < 0 relies on a
suitable renormalization scheme, see (4.13) and below. We first prove a quantitative
bound on the probability that a cluster of E≥−h has diameter L for small, but positive,
h (depending on L in an explicit form) by combining (1.8) and a result about the two-
points function for the sign clusters of the Gaussian free field, [22, Proposition 5.2], see
Lemma 4.3 for details. We then iterate this bound using our renormalization scheme to
remove the dependency of h on L, relying on decoupling inequalities for the Gaussian
free field from [26], see Lemma 4.5. One can then easily check that this last bound
indeed imply that h̃∗ < 0, and in fact we show that the probability that a component
of E≥h has diameter at least L decays exponentially fast for some h < 0, see (4.5).
Combining this with (1.8) leads, in turn, to similar results for the random interlacement
set, see Corollary 4.7.

The third example in Theorem 1.1 is more challenging to find than a graph simply
satisfying (Sign) but not (Cap). Indeed, as noted in [12, Remark 3.5, 3)], one can easily
obtain such graphs by simply adding vertices to a graph satisfying (Cap), and so (Sign)
by (1.7), so that the new graph does not satisfy (Cap) but still (Sign), see the beginning
of Section 6 for details. For these examples, one can however still almost directly
deduce (Sign) from (1.6). In order to avoid this reasoning, and, in a sense, find a real
counterexample to the implication (1.7), we introduce a condition (6.1) on the graph G,
under which no information about the percolation of E≥0 can be obtained from (1.6), see
the discussion below (6.1) for details. One can interpret this condition (6.1) as a stronger
form of the complement of the condition (Cap). An example of a graph satisfying (Sign)
and (6.1) is the graph Z2,0, which correspond to the two-dimensional square lattice with
infinite killing measure at the origin and zero killing measure everywhere else.

It is easy to prove that (6.1) holds for Z2,0, and so (Cap) does not hold, but in order
to prove that (Sign) holds, we introduce the notion of Doob-transform Gh of the graph
G, where h is an harmonic function on G̃, see Definition 5.1. The diffusion X on G̃h
corresponds to a time-changed version of the usual h-transform of the diffusion X on
G̃, see for example [7, Chapter 11], and we refer to (5.7) for a more precise statement.
The sign clusters of the Gaussian free field on G̃h correspond to the sign clusters of the
Gaussian free field on G̃, see (5.9), and so (Sign) is equivalent on G or Gh. In particular,
if (Cap) holds on Gh for some harmonic function h, then (Sign) holds on G by (1.7), see
Corollary 5.3.

In the case of Z2,0, let (a(x))x∈Z̃2 be the continuous potential kernel associated to the

diffusion X on Z̃2, defined as in [21, (4.15)] for x ∈ Z2, with a constant on Ix for each
x ∈ Z2, and linear on Ie for each edge e of Z2. It is a classical result that the potential
kernel a is harmonic, see [21, Proposition 4.4.2]. We check that (Cap) holds for Z2,0

a , and
this proves that Z2,0 indeed satisfies (Sign), see Proposition 6.1.

Finally, let us comment on the last class of examples in Theorem 1.1. They consist of
(d+ 1)-regular trees such that the length of the edge between a vertex at generation n
and one of its children is 1/(2αn), α < 1. One can show under some conditions on α and d,
see (7.2), that, for some vertex x0, E≥h(x0) is included in a supercritical Galton-Watson
tree for all h ∈ R, and so h̃∗ = ∞, see Proposition 7.1. One can find such trees with
zero killing measure, or with hkill ≡ 1, depending on the choice of α, see Remark 7.2, 1).
Note that on a large class of graphs, (Sign) being not satisfied implies h̃∗ =∞, see [12,
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Corollary 3.11]. We actually expect this implication to be true on any transient graph,
that is h̃∗ ∈ (0,∞) never happens, which would explain why h̃∗ =∞ in Proposition 7.1.

We finish this section by mentioning some interesting results that we obtain along
the way. In Section 5, we use the notion of h-transform of the graph G to prove that
one can define a notion of h-transform of random interlacements, see Definition 5.4,
and an isomorphism between the Gaussian free field on G and the h-transform of
random interlacements similar to [36, Theorem 2.4], under the same condition as in [12,
Theorem 1.1,2)], see Theorem 5.5. In particular, it implies a coupling similar to (1.8) but
for the h-transform of random interlacements, see (5.15). At the end of Section 5, we
gather some interesting consequences of this isomorphism when choosing h = hkill or
h = hsurv, see Corollaries 5.9 and 5.11.

For the moment, in order to illustrate more precisely the kind of results one can
obtain using the h-transform of random interlacements and the Gaussian free field, we
present a theorem concerning the two-dimensional random interlacements and pinned
Gaussian free field. We consider the lattice Z2 with its usual edge set E2, weights 1

4

between every two neighbours of Z2 and 0 otherwise, and killing measure equal to 0,
and Z̃2 the associated cable system. Let us also define Z2

n the graph with same vertices
and weights as Z2, but with killing measure equal to infinity on Bcn and zero on Bn,
where Bn is the discrete ball of radius n centered at the origin. Even if the graph Z2 is
not transient, one can define a pinned version of the Gaussian free field (ϕpx)x∈Z̃2 under
some probability PG,p with covariance function given by

EG,p[ϕpxϕ
p
y] = lim

n→∞
EG
Z̃2
n

[(ϕx − ϕ0)(ϕy − ϕ0)]

= lim
n→∞

g
Z̃2
n
(x, y)− g

Z̃2
n
(x, 0)− g

Z̃2
n
(y, 0) + g

Z̃2
n
(0, 0)

(1.10)

for all x, y ∈ Z̃2. The limit in (1.10) exists for each x, y ∈ Z2, see [29, (2.27)], and, since
one can obtain the value of g

Z̃2
n
(x, y), x, y ∈ Z̃2

n, from its value on Z2
n by interpolation,

see [22, (2.1)], it is easy to show that the limit in (1.10) exists in fact for each x, y ∈ Z̃2.
In fact, one can show that ϕp corresponds to the Gaussian free field for the graph Z2,0,
see Lemma 6.3.

We are interested in the percolation of the level sets Ep,≥ha = {x ∈ Z̃2 : ϕpx ≥ h×a(x)},
h ∈ R, of the pinned free field on the cable system, and we denote by Ep,≥ha (x0) the
connected component of x0 ∈ Z̃2 in Ep,≥ha . Note that one could also consider percolation
for the usual level sets of the pinned field {x ∈ Z̃2 : ϕpx ≥ h} but the phase transition is
then trivial, see Remark 6.4, 3), and the level sets Ep,≥ha appear more naturally in the
context of the isomorphism with random interlacements, see [29, Theorem 5.5].

In [8], a definition of random interlacements on Z2 was given using the a-transform
of the random walk on Z2, and corresponds to a Poisson soup of trajectories conditioned
on never hitting the origin. We extend this definition here to a point process ω(2) of
trajectories on the cable system Z̃2 under some probability PI,2, see (6.4). We denote by
`
(2)
x,u the continuous field of local times associated with the trajectories in ω(2) with label

at most u, and by Iu2 the associated interlacement set. For all closed sets F ⊂ Z̃2 such
that 0 ∈ F we have

PI,2(Iu2 ∩ F = ∅) = exp
(
− ucap

Z̃2(F )
)
, (1.11)

where cap
Z̃2(A), see (6.2), is an extension of the usual definition of two-dimensional

capacity to the cable system, as defined in [21, Section 6.6] for instance. Note that since
Z2 is recurrent, this definition of capacity differs from the usual definition of capacity in
the rest of the paper, see (2.5). Moreover, the normalization in (1.11) corresponds to the
one from [29], and differs by a constant from [8], but is more natural in our context.

As a consequence of our results about the h-transform and [12], we obtain that the
critical parameter associated with the percolation of Ep,≥ha is equal to zero, as well as
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the law of the capacity of the level sets of the pinned Gaussian free field. We also obtain
an isomorphism between the pinned Gaussian free field and two-dimensional random
interlacements, which corresponds to a signed version of [29, Theorem 5.5] on the cable
system. The proof of Theorem 1.2 appears at the end of Section 6.

Theorem 1.2. The sign clusters Ep,≥0a of the pinned free field in dimension two are
PG,p-a.s. bounded and the level sets Ep,≥ha contain with PG,p positive probability an
unbounded connected component for all h < 0. Moreover, for all h, u ≥ 0 and x0 ∈ Z̃2

EG,p
[
exp

(
−ucap

Z̃2

(
Ep,≥ha (x0) ∪ {0}

))
1ϕpx0≥h×a(x0)

]
= PG,p

(
ϕpx0
≥ a(x0)

√
2u+ h2

)
(1.12)

and(
ϕpx1x/∈C2u +

√
2`

(2)
x,u + (ϕpx)21x∈C2u

)
x∈Z̃2 has the same law under PI,2 ⊗ PG,p

as
(
ϕpx +

√
2ua(x)

)
x∈Z̃2 under PG,p for all u ≥ 0,

(1.13)

where C2u denotes the closure of the union of the connected components of the sign
clusters {x ∈ Z̃2 : |ϕpx| > 0} intersecting the random interlacement set Iu2 .

Section 2 introduces the setup and the various objects studied in this article, and
contains in particular the definition of killed and surviving random interlacements. Sec-
tion 3, Section 4, Sections 5+ 6, and Section 7 correspond to the proofs of the respective
items in Theorem 1.1, and can essentially be read independently, unless exceptionally
explicitly mentioned otherwise. Section 5 also presents results of independent interest
about isomorphism theorems between the Gaussian free field and the h-transform of
random interlacements, see Theorem 5.5 and Corollaries 5.9 and 5.11. Appendix A
contains the proof of Theorem 2.1 about the construction of random interlacements on
the cable system of massive graphs, and Appendix B the proof of Proposition 5.2 about
the h-transform of the diffusion X on the cable system and the Gaussian free field.

2 Notation, definition and interlacements on massive graphs

In this section, we introduce the setup and first recall the definition of the diffusion
X on the cable system (2.1), as well as its associated equilibrium measure (2.5) and
capacity (2.7). We then describe the construction of random interlacements on the cable
system of massive graphs in a slightly more general setup than usual, see Theorem 2.1.
Finally, we define killed and surviving interlacements, and give a simple description of
their law in Corollary 2.3.

We consider a massive weighted graph G = (G, λ̄, κ̄), where κ̄ is possibly infinite, to
which we associate an equivalent triplet (G,λ, κ), as defined in [12, (2.12)], for which
κ is finite. G is then a finite or countable set of vertices, λ = (λx,y)x,y∈V ∈ [0,∞)V×V

are called weights, and κ = (κx)x∈V ∈ [0,∞)G is called the killing measure. We assume
that the associated graph with vertex set G and edge set E = {{x, y} ∈ G2 : λx,y > 0} is
connected and locally finite. One can associate to the weighted graph G its canonical
jump process, that is the continuous-time Markov chain on G which jumps from x ∈ G
to y ∈ G at rate λ̄x,y and is killed at rate κ̄x. We define λx = κx +

∑
y∼x λx,y the total

weight of a vertex x ∈ G, where y ∼ x means that {x, y} ∈ E.
The cable system G̃ associated to G is defined by glueing together open segments

Ie with length ρe = 1/(2λx,y), e = {x, y} ∈ E, through their endpoints, and glueing the
closed endpoint of half-open intervals Ix with length ρx = 1/(2κx) to x, x ∈ G. For all
e = {x, y} ∈ E and t ∈ [0, ρe] we denote by x+ t · Ie the point of Ie at distance t from x,
that is x = x + 0 · Ie = y + ρe · Ie, and similarly for all x ∈ G and t ∈ [0, ρx), we denote
by x+ t · Ix the point of Ix at distance t from x. One can endow G̃ with a distance dG̃ , or
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simply d when there is no ambiguity about the choice of the graph G, such that dG̃(x, y)

is the length of the shortest path between x and y when replacing the length of Ie by 1

for each e ∈ E ∪G, through some given increasing bijection [0,∞)→ [0, 1) for Ix when
κx = 0. The associated metric space G̃ is a Polish space, and a connected set K is
compact for this topology if and only K ∩G is finite and K ∩ Ie is a connected compact
of Ie for all e ∈ E, and K ∩ Ix is a connected compact of Ix for all x ∈ G. A connected set
F is unbounded if and only if F ∩G is infinite.

Let m be the Lebesgue measure on G̃, that is the sum of the Lebesgue measure on
each Ie, e ∈ E ∪G, with the normalization m(Ie) = ρe for all e ∈ E ∩G, and W+

G̃
, be the

set of continuous functions from [0,∞) to G̃ ∪ {∆}, where ∆ is some cemetery point,
that is for each w ∈ W+

G̃
there exists a time ζ ∈ [0,∞] such that w[0,ζ) is continuous on

G̃ and w(t) = ∆ for all t ≥ ζ. We also define WK,+
G̃

the set of forwards trajectories in

W+

G̃
which are killed, that is escape G̃ through some Ix, x ∈ G, and WS,+

G̃
the set of

forwards trajectories in W+

G̃
which blow up, that is exit every bounded and connected

sets before time ζ. Let Xt be the projection function at time t for all t ≥ 0, andW+

G̃
the

sigma-algebra generated by Xt, t ≥ 0. For all measures m̃ on G̃, that is m̃|Ie is a measure

on (Ie,B(Ie)) for all e ∈ E ∪G, and measurable function f : G̃ → R, we define

(f, f)m̃
def.
=

∑
e∈E∪G

∫
Ie

f2 dm̃|Ie ,

L2(G̃, m̃) = {f : (f, f)m̃ < ∞}, and (f, g)m̃ the associated Dirichlet form on L2(G̃, m̃).
Let also D(G̃, m̃) ⊂ L2(G̃, m̃) be the space of function f ∈ C0(G̃), the closure of the
space of functions with compact support with respect to the ‖ · ‖∞ norm, such that
f|Ie ∈W 1,2(Ie, m̃|Ie) for all e ∈ E ∪G and∑

e∈E∪G
‖f|Ie‖

2
W 1,2(Ie,m̃|Ie )

<∞.

Following [16], the canonical Brownian motion on G̃ is then defined by taking probabilities
P G̃x , or simply Px when there is no ambiguity about the choice of the graph G, x ∈ G̃,
under which the process X is an m-symmetric diffusion on G̃ starting in x and with
associated Dirichlet form on L2(G̃,m)

EG̃(f, g)
def.
=

1

2
(f ′, g′)m for all f, g ∈ D(G̃,m). (2.1)

We refer to [12, Section 2] for more details and properties of the cable system G̃ and
its associated diffusion X. If F is either a subset of G or a union of edges Ie for
e ∈ A ⊂ G ∪ E, we denote by XF the trace of X on F , that is the time changed process
with respect to the positive continuous additive functional corresponding to the time
spent by X in F , see above [12, (2.4)] for details. The diffusion X then behaves locally
like a Brownian motion on each Ie, e ∈ G ∪ E, and

the trace Z
def.
= XG of X on G has the same law

as the canonical jump process on (G,λ, κ).
(2.2)

One can also see {x ∈ G : κ̄x <∞} as a subset of G, and then the law of the trace of X
on {x ∈ G : κ̄x <∞} is the same as the law of the canonical jump process on G, which
justifies our choice of (G,λ, κ). We also denote by (Ẑn)n∈N the discrete-time skeleton of
Z; i.e. the sequence of elements of G visited by the process Z, with the convention that
Ẑn = ∆ for all large enough n if Z gets killed.
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Unless explicitly mentioned otherwise, we will from now on assume that the graph G
is transient, that is that `y(ζ) is P G̃x -a.s. finite for all x, y ∈ G̃, where (`y(t))y∈G̃,t≥0 is the
continuous field of local times with respect to m associated with X. We can now define
the Green function on G̃ by taking

gG̃(x, y) = EG̃x [`y(ζ)] for all x, y ∈ G̃, (2.3)

where EG̃x denotes expectation with respect to P G̃x . Denoting by ϕx, x ∈ G̃, the coordinate
maps on the space C(G̃,R), endowed with σ-algebra they generate, we define a proba-
bility PG

G̃
on C(G̃,R) so that (1.2) holds, and we call ϕ under PG

G̃
the Gaussian free field

on G̃. We often write g instead of gG̃ and PG instead of PG
G̃

when there is no ambiguity
about the choice of the graph G. We refer to [22] or [12, Section 2.4] for a description of
the main properties of the Gaussian free field, and in particular on how to construct the
Gaussian free field on the cable system from the discrete Gaussian free field on G.

If A ⊂ G̃ is a set without accumulation point in G̃, it follows from [12, Lemma 2.1] that

there exists a unique graph GA with vertex set GA
def.
= A ∪G

such that the trace of X on GA has the same law under P G̃
A

x and P G̃x .
(2.4)

The graph GA informally corresponds to the graph on which for each e ∈ E ∪G, we used
network equivalence to add A ∩ Ie as new vertices, by adapting the weights and killing
measure so that each edge Ie, e ∈ E ∪G, of G̃ corresponds to a union of edges of G̃A
with total length ρe. Since G̃A has additional half-open intervals Ix, x ∈ GA, we will often
consider G̃ as a subset of G̃A.

We now define the equilibrium measure of a set F ⊂ G by

eF,G̃(x)
def.
= λxP

G̃
x (H̃F =∞) for all x ∈ G, (2.5)

where H̃F = inf{n ≥ 1 : Ẑn ∈ F} is the first time the discrete time Markov chain Ẑ on
G return in F after time one, which is equal to∞ if Ẑ never returns in F . When F ⊂ G̃
is a closed set, we define the hitting time HF of F by HF = inf{t ≥ 0 : Xt ∈ F}, with
inf ∅ = ζ, the last exit time LF of F by LF = sup{t ≥ 0 : Xt ∈ F}, with sup∅ = 0 and let

∂̂F = {x ∈ F : Px (XLF = x, LF ∈ (0, ζ)) > 0} . (2.6)

Note that ∂̂F does not have any accumulation point since Ie contains at most two points
of ∂̂F for all e ∈ E ∪G. One can then extend the definition (2.5) of the equilibrium
measure to any closed set F ⊂ G̃ by considering the graph G∂̂F similarly as in [12,
(2.16)]. We can now define the capacity via

capG̃(K) =
∑
x∈∂̂K

eK,G̃(x) for all compacts K ⊂ G̃. (2.7)

One can then extend this definition of the capacity to any closed sets F ⊂ G̃ by approxi-
mating F by an increasing sequence of compacts, see [12, (2.26)]. Note that the capacity
of a non-compact set is not necessarily equal to the sum of its equilibrium measure: for
instance on Z3 with unit weights and zero killing measure, the capacity of Z3 is infinite,
but e

Z3,Z̃3(x) = 0 for all x ∈ Z3. We simply write eF (x) instead of eF,G̃ and cap(F ) instead
of capG̃(F ) when there is no ambiguity about the choice of the graph G.

We turn to the definition of random interlacements on G̃. The random interlacement
measure was first defined on Zd, d ≥ 3, in [32], and then on any discrete transient graph
with κ ≡ 0 in [37]. It was then extended to the cable system of Zd in [22] using the
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fact that one can obtain the diffusion X by adding Brownian excursions on the edges to
a discrete random walk on Zd, and this proof can easily be extended to any transient
graphs on which discrete random interlacements exist. Let us now recall this definition.
For any x ∈ ∂̂F , we define

PF,G̃x the law of (Xt+LF )t≥0 under Px(· |XLF = x, LF ∈ (0, ζ)), (2.8)

or simply PFx when there is no ambiguity about the choice of the graph G. Note that
XLF ∈ ∂̂F if LF ∈ (0, ζ) a.s. since ∂̂F has no accumulation points. Using similar ideas
as in the proof of [34, (1.56)], one can use the Markov property to prove that when
considering only events which depend on the trace Z of X on G, the probability PF,G̃x

can be rewritten for all F ⊂ G̃ with ∂̂F ⊂ G as follows

PF,G̃x (Z ∈ ·) = P G̃x (Z ∈ · | H̃F =∞) for all x ∈ ∂̂F . (2.9)

We now define the set of doubly non-compact trajectories WG̃ as the set of continuous

functions from R to G̃ ∪ ∆, which take values in G̃ between times ζ− ∈ [−∞,∞) and
ζ+ ∈ (−∞,∞], and is equal to ∆ on (ζ−, ζ+)c. We denote by p∗

G̃
(w) the equivalence

class of w modulo time-shift for each w ∈ WG̃ , and W ∗
G̃

= {p∗
G̃

(w), w ∈ WG̃}. We
define WG̃ the σ-algebra on WG̃ generated by the coordinate functions, and W∗

G̃
=

{A ⊂ W ∗
G̃

: (p∗
G̃

)−1(A) ∈ WG̃}. For each closed set F ⊂ G̃ and w ∈ WG̃ , we denote by

HF (w) = inf{t ∈ R : w(t) ∈ F}, the first hitting time of F , with the convention inf ∅ = ζ+.
Let

W 0
F,G̃ = {ζ− < HF = 0 < ζ+} and W ∗

F,G̃ = p∗G̃(W 0
F,G̃), (2.10)

that is W ∗
F,G̃

is the set of trajectories in W ∗
G̃

not starting in F but which hit F in finite

time. If F is compact, then W ∗
F,G̃

is simply the set of trajectories hitting F . The forwards

part of a trajectory w ∈ WG̃ is (w(t))t≥0 and its backwards part (w(−t))t≥0, and we
denote by W0

K,G̃
the set of events B ∈ WG̃ , B ⊂ W 0

F,G̃
, such that B is equal to the set

of trajectories w with forwards part in B+ = {(w(t))t≥0 : w ∈ B} and backwards part
in B− = {(w(−t))t≥0 : w ∈ B}. We define a measure QF,G̃ on WG̃ , whose restriction to

W0
F,G̃

is given by

QF,G̃
def.
=

∑
x∈∂̂F

eF,G̃(x)P G̃x (·+)PF,G̃x (·−), (2.11)

and such that QF,G̃(A) = 0 for all A ∈ WG̃ with A ∩W 0
F,G̃

= ∅.

Theorem 2.1. There exists a unique measure ν on (W ∗
G̃
,W∗
G̃

) such that for all closed

sets F ⊂ G̃
ν(A) = QF,G̃

(
(p∗G̃)−1(A)

)
for all A ∈ W∗G̃ , A ⊂W

∗
F,G̃ . (2.12)

We call ν the random interlacement measure. Theorem 2.1 is classical when K is
compact and κ ≡ 0, see [37] and [22], and can actually be extended to massive graphs,
see [12, Remark 2.2]. The main interest of Theorem 2.1 is that, contrary to the usual
definition of the intensity measure ν, see for instance [32, Theorem 1.1], it includes
any closed sets F , and not only compact, or finite, sets. This extension will later be
useful, see Corollary 2.3 and the proof of Proposition 3.1. Since we could not find this
statement in the literature, we will give in Appendix A a direct proof of Theorem 2.1,
which in particular provides a direct proof of the existence of the interlacement measure
on the cable system of massive graphs (instead of using discrete interlacements and
then adding Brownian excursions as in [22]).

If F is a closed set such that Px(LF = ζ) = 0 for all x ∈ G̃, then for all A ∈ W∗
G̃

such

that each w ∈ A hits F , we have by (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12) that ν(A ∩W ∗
F,G̃

) = ν(A),
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which leads to the following description of the trajectories in the random interlacement
process hitting F . Start independently for each x ∈ ∂̂F a number Nx of doubly-infinite
trajectories with law Poi(ueF (x)), each trajectory hitting x at time zero, with forwards
trajectory having law Px and backwards trajectory law PFx . Then by (2.12) the point
process consisting of all these trajectories modulo time-shift has the same law as the
trajectories in ωu hitting F . Examples of such sets F are F = G if hkill ≡ 1, or F =

Zk × {0}d−k if G = Zd with κ ≡ 0 and k ∈ {1, . . . , d− 3}, which follows easily from
Wiener’s test, see [20, Theorem 2.2.5].

Remark 2.2. 1) Similarly as in [32, (1.40)] or [35, (2.16)], it is easy to show that random
interlacements on the cable system are invariant under time reversal. Indeed for all
connected compacts K of G̃ we have by (2.11), (A.8) and (A.3) that for all A,A′′ ∈W+

G̃
and A′ ∈W+,f

G̃
,

QK,G̃
(
(X−t)t≥0 ∈ A, (Xt)t∈[0,LK ] ∈ A′, (Xt)t≥LK ∈ A′′

)
=

∑
x,y∈∂̂K

eK(x)eK(y)PKy (A′′)PKx (A)

∫ ∞
0

Px,y,s(π
−1
s (A′))ps(x, y) ds

= QK,G̃
(
(X−t)t≥0 ∈ A′′, (XLK−t)t∈[0,LK ] ∈ A′, (Xt)t≥LK ∈ A

)
.

Denoting by ν̌ the image of ν under time reversal, taking a sequence of compacts
increasing to G̃, we thus directly obtain by (2.12) that

ν = ν̌. (2.13)

2) One can find a result similar to (2.12) but with

W ′ 0
F,G̃ = {ζ− < 0 = LF < ζ+} and W ′ ∗

F,G̃ = p∗G̃(W ′ 0
F,G̃) (2.14)

instead of W 0
F,G̃

and W ∗
F,G̃

, see (2.10), where LF (w) = sup{t ∈ R : w(t) ∈ F} for all

w ∈WG̃ , with the convention sup∅ = ζ−. Indeed definingW ′ 0
F,G̃

as the set of events

B ∈ WG̃ , B ⊂W ′ 0
F,G̃

, which are a product of B+ and B−, and taking

Q′
F,G̃

def.
=

∑
x∈∂̂F

eF,G̃(x)P G̃x (·−)PF,G̃x (·+), (2.15)

we have by (2.13) that

ν(A) = Q′
F,G̃

(
(p∗G̃)−1(A)

)
for all A ∈ W∗G̃ , A ⊂W

′ ∗
F,G̃ . (2.16)

We now define the random interlacement process ω under some probability PI
G̃

, or PI

when there is no ambiguity about the choice of the graph G, as a Poisson point process
with intensity measure ν⊗λ, where λ is the Lebesgue measure on (0,∞). We also denote
by ωu the point process, which consists of the trajectories in ω with label less than u,
by (`x,u)x∈G̃ the continuous total field of local times with respect to m on G̃ of ωu and

by Iu = {x ∈ G̃ : `x,u > 0} the interlacement set at level u. The trace ω̂u
def.
= ωGu of ωu

on G corresponds to a random interlacement process on the discrete graph G, and the
random interlacement set Iu is characterized by the following relation

PI(Iu ∩ F = ∅) = exp(−ucap(F )) for all closed sets F . (2.17)

When 0 < hkill < 1, see (1.1), there are four type of trajectories in the interlacement
process: either their forwards and backwards parts are killed, or their forwards and
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backwards parts blow up, or their backwards parts are killed and forwards parts blow
up, or their forwards parts are killed and backwards parts blow up, and we denote the
respective sets of trajectories by WK,∗

G̃
, WS,∗
G̃

, WKS,∗
G̃

and WSK,∗
G̃

. We call respectively
killed random interlacements, surviving random interlacements, killed-surviving random
interlacements and surviving-killed random interlacements the point processes corre-
sponding to each type of trajectory, which are Poisson point processes with respective
intensity measure νK, νS , νKS and νSK (that is νK(A) = ν(A ∩WK,∗

G̃
) for instance).

These notions of killed and surviving random interlacements are not really necessary
here to prove Theorem 1.1, but they seem to be a natural object to study on massive
graphs and let us obtain a larger class of massive graphs with h̃∗ ≥ 0, see the proof of
Proposition 3.1. Moreover, in Section 5, we are going to prove general results about
random interlacements, which in turn will be useful to find examples as in Theorem 1.1,
but are also interesting in their own rights, see for instance Theorem 5.5. We will then
use killed or surviving interlacements to give a first illustration of the independent
interest of these results, see Corollaries 5.9 and 5.11. We also refer to [13, Section 6] for
an example of a proof where killed-surviving interlacements play an essential role. The
main interest of these objects is that their intensity measure can be described in a much
easier fashion than the usual intensity measure of random interlacements, see (2.12).
Indeed, defining Gκ = {x ∈ G : κx > 0} and recalling the definition of G̃− from page 2,
Theorem 2.1 implies the following.

Corollary 2.3. Let ν̃K, ν̃KS and ν̃SK be the probabilities on (WG̃ ,WG̃) given by

ν̃K
def.
=

∑
x∈Gκ

κxhkill(x)P G̃x
(
·+ |WK,+

G̃

)
P
Icx,G̃
x

(
·−
)

onW0
G̃−,G̃ ,

ν̃KS
def.
=

∑
x∈Gκ

κxhsurv(x)P G̃x
(
·+ |WS,+

G̃

)
P
Icx,G̃
x

(
·−
)

onW0
G̃−,G̃ ,

ν̃SK
def.
=

∑
x∈Gκ

κxhsurv(x)P
Icx,G̃
x

(
·+
)
P G̃x
(
·− |WS,+

G̃

)
onW ′ 0G̃−,G̃ ,

and such that ν̃K = ν̃KS
G̃

= 0 for all A ∈ WG̃ with A ∩W 0
G̃−,G̃

= ∅, and ν̃SK
G̃

= 0 for all

A ∈ WG̃ with A ∩W ′ 0
G̃−,G̃

= ∅. Then

νK(A) = ν̃K
(
(p∗G̃)−1(A)

)
for all A ∈ W∗G̃ , A ⊂W

K,∗
G̃
∩W ∗G̃−,G̃ , (2.18)

and similarly for killed-surviving random interlacements if A ⊂WKS,∗
G̃

∩W ∗
G̃−,G̃

, and for

surviving-killed random interlacements if A ⊂WSK,∗
G̃

∩W ′ ∗
G̃−,G̃

.

Proof. Let us first consider killed random interlacements. We have ∂̂G̃− = Gκ, eG̃−(x) =

eG(x) = λxPx(H̃G = ∞) = κx and P G̃
−

x = P
Icx
x since LIcx

= LG̃− on the event {LG̃− ∈
(0, ζ), XLG̃−

= x} = {LIcx ∈ (0, ζ), XLIcx
= x} for all x ∈ Gκ. Therefore ν̃K(A) = QG̃−,G̃(A)

for all sets A ⊂ WG̃ with A+, A− ⊂ WK,+
G̃

, and so (2.18) follows readily from (2.12).
The proof is similar for killed-surviving interlacements, as well as for surviving-killed
interlacements using (2.15) and (2.16) with F = G̃−.

Corollary 2.3 provides us with the following description of the point process con-
sisting of the trajectories of killed interlacements hitting G̃−: for each x ∈ G, take a
Poisson number of trajectories with parameter uκxhkill(x), each independent, with law

Px(· |WK,+
G̃

) for their forwards part and P
Icx
x for their backwards part. Then the point

process which consist of all these trajectories modulo time-shift has the same law as the
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point process consisting of the trajectories of killed interlacements hitting G̃−. Note that

P
Icx
x can also be seen as the law as a BES3(0) process on Ix starting in x and stopped

when reaching the open end of Ix, see for instance [28, Theorem 4.5, Chapter XII]. We
will see another description of killed random interlacements as an hkill-transform of
random interlacements in Corollary 5.9.

When hkill ≡ 1 killed random interlacements and random interlacements coincide, and
one can thus describe the trace on G̃− of the random interlacement process, that is the
point process consisting of the trace on G̃− of each trajectory in the random interlacement
process ωu hitting G̃−, as in (1.9). One can describe similarly the discrete killed random
interlacement process, that is the point process consisting of the trajectories in ω̂u whose
forwards and backwards parts are killed, as well as killed-surviving and surviving-killed
random interlacements. Note that finitary interlacements, as introduced in [4], are a
special case of killed random interlacements, and (1.9) can be seen as generalization of
[4, Proposition 4.1], and we refer to Remark 4.8 for additional results on finitary random
interlacements.

Remark 2.4. 1) If one applies (2.18) to a new graph G′ which is the same graph as G,
plus an additional vertex x + tx · Ix on each Ix, x ∈ G and tx ∈ (0, ρx), then (2.18)
describes the law of νK on (G̃′)−, that is on G̃− and on [x, x+ tx · Ix](⊂ Ix), x ∈ G. We
can approximate the whole cable system G̃ in that way by letting tx → ρx for all x ∈ G,
and thus (2.18) is enough to obtain the complete law of νK. One cannot however find
a direct description similar to (2.18) for the complete law of νK since for all x ∈ G
with κx > 0,

νK([x, x+ t · Ix]) ≥ e[x,x+t·Ix](x+ t · Ix)hkill(x+ t · Ix)→∞

as t ↗ ρx by a similar argument as in the proof of [12, (2.31)], and so there is an
infinite number of trajectories in the killed random interlacement process hitting Ix
(or in fact [x+ t · Ix, x+ ρx · Ix) for any t < ρx).

2) For a set A ⊂ G, we say that a trajectory on G̃ is killed on A if it reaches the open
end of the cable Ix for some x ∈ A. One could also want to study “killed on A”
random interlacements, that is the point process consisting of the trajectories in
the random interlacement process ω whose forwards and backwards trajectories
have been killed on A, or “surviving on Ac” random interlacements, that is the point
process consisting of the trajectories in the random interlacement process ω whose
forwards and backwards trajectories have not been killed on A.

Let A∞ = {x + ρx(1 − 2−n) · Ix : x ∈ Ac ∩G,n ∈ N}, and GA∞ the graph defined
in (2.4). Since κA∞x = 0 for all x ∈ A∞ ∪ (G \A), killed trajectories in W+

G̃A∞
are

always killed on Ix for some x ∈ A. Therefore, the trace on G̃(⊂ G̃A∞) of the killed
random interlacement process under PI

G̃A∞
has the same law as the killed on A

random interlacement process under PI
G̃

, and the trace on G̃(⊂ G̃A∞) of the surviving

random interlacement process under PI
G̃A∞

has the same law as the surviving on

Ac random interlacement process under PI
G̃
. Therefore in the sequel we will mainly

focus on killed and surviving random interlacements, since all our definitions and
results could be extended to killed on A, or surviving on Ac, random interlacements
by considering the graph GA∞ instead of G.

If now A ⊂ G, that is we allow κ̄x = ∞ for some x ∈ A, we say that a trajectory on
G̃ is killed on A if this trajectory is killed on A′ for the graph (G,λ, κ), where A′ ⊂ G
is the union of A ∩G and all the vertices z ∈ G for which there exist x ∈ A ∩Gc and
y ∈ G with λ̄x,z > 0 and λ̄z,y > 0. We adapt the definition of killed on A and surviving
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on Ac random interlacements accordingly, and similarly as before, it is enough to
study killed, or surviving, random interlacements to obtain results on killed on A, or
surviving on Ac, random interlacements, even if A ⊂ G, which we will from now on
do.

3) If A ⊂ G, Corollary 2.3 still holds for killed on A random interlacements instead of
killed random interlacements when replacing Gκ by GA∞κ = {x ∈ A : κx > 0}, killed
trajectories WK,+

G̃
by killed on A trajectories, and hkill by the probability to be killed

on A, which follows from considering the graph GA∞ instead of G.

3 Some trees with hkill ≡ 1 and h̃∗ = 0

We present a class of weighted graphs for which hkill ≡ 1 and the critical param-
eter h̃∗ = 0, thus proving that the implication (1.5) is not an equivalence. First, we
use the description (1.9) of random interlacements when hkill ≡ 1 (or more precisely
Corollary 2.3) and the link between the Gaussian free field and random interlacements
from (1.7) to prove that h̃∗ ≥ 0 under certain conditions (3.1) or (3.2) on the growth
of the weights, killing measure and number of neighbours in a subset of our graph in
Proposition 3.1, which combined with a simple condition which implies hkill = 1 provides
us with the desired class of graphs, see Corollary 3.2. We say that G contains a tree
(Ti)i≥0 if Ti, i ≥ 0, is a sequence of disjoints subsets of G such that |T0| = 1 and each
vertex of Ti+1 has a unique neighbour in Ti for all i ≥ 0, and we say that (Ti)i≥0 is binary
if |{y ∈ Tn+1 : y ∼ x}| = 2 for all x ∈ Tn.

Proposition 3.1. Let G be a transient graph such that either

G contains a tree (Ti)i≥0 with inf
x∈Tn

∑
y∈Tn+1
y∼x

1 ∧ λx,yκx
λx

−→
n→∞

∞, (3.1)

or there exists an infinite connected path (x1, x2, . . . ) ⊂ GN with
λxn,xn+1κxn
λxn log(n)

−→
n→∞

∞,

(3.2)

then h̃∗ ≥ 0.

Proof. Let us first assume that (3.1) holds. For each x ∈ Tn and y ∈ Tn+1, the probability
that a discrete time trajectory starting at x first jump to y is λx,y/λx. Starting an
independent Poisson number of discrete trajectories at x with parameter uκx for all
x ∈ Ti, i ≥ 0, let us denote by Au ⊂ G the union of the set of vertices at generation n+ 1

visited at time one by a trajectory starting at generation n, n ∈ N. The average number
of neighbours y ∈ Tn+1 ∩Au of a vertex x ∈ Tn is then∑

y∈Tn+1
y∼x

1− exp
(
− uλx,yκx

λx

)
≥ 1

2

∑
y∈Tn+1
y∼x

1 ∧ uλx,yκx
λx

≥ u ∧ 1

2

∑
y∈Tn+1
y∼x

1 ∧ λx,yκx
λx

.

Therefore, if n is large enough, the intersection of Au and all the descendants of a
vertex at generation n stochastically dominates a supercritical Galton-Watson tree, and
thus contains an infinite connected component with positive probability. If we denote
by Ãu ⊂ G̃ the set obtained by adding the cable between each x ∈ Au and its first
ancestor, we thus have that Ãu contains an unbounded connected component with
positive probability. It moreover follows from Corollary 2.3 that the trace on G̃− of
the sum of the killed random interlacements process and the killed-surviving random
interlacements process has the same law as a Poisson point process with intensity
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∑
x∈G uκxP

G̃−
x , and so Iu ∩ G̃− stochastically dominates Ãu. Therefore, Iu contains an

unbounded connected component with positive probability for all u > 0. If (Sign) holds,
it moreover follows from (1.8) that Iu is stochastically dominated by E≥−

√
2u, and so

E≥−
√
2u contains an unbounded connected component with positive probability for all

u > 0, that is h̃∗ ≥ 0. If (Sign) does not hold, it is clear that h̃∗ ≥ 0 by monotonicity.

Let us now assume that (3.2) holds. For all u > 0 we have

∑
n∈N

exp
(
−
uλxn,xn+1κxn

λxn

)
=
∑
n∈N

(
1

n

)uλxn,xn+1
κxn

λxn log(n)

<∞.

Therefore by Corollary 2.3 and Borel-Cantelli lemma, there exists a.s. N ∈ N such that
the random interlacements process at level u on G contains for all n ≥ N a trajectory
starting in xn and visiting xn+1 at time 1, and so Iu contains an unbounded connected
component, and we can conclude similarly as above.

It is moreover easy to find a condition which implies that hkill ≡ 1: it is enough that
the probability to be instantly killed for a discrete trajectory is uniformly larger than a
constant.

Corollary 3.2. Let G be a graph satisfying either (3.1) or (3.2) such that κx ≥ c and
κx
λx
≥ c′ for all x ∈ G. Then h̃∗ = 0 and hkill ≡ 1.

Proof. Since κx
λx
≥ c′, the canonical random walk on G has probability at least c′ > 0 to

be killed at each step, and so hkill ≡ 1. Moreover, since for all compacts K ⊂ G, we have
eK(x) = λxPx(H̃K = ∞) ≥ κx ≥ c for all x ∈ K, we deduce that cap(A) ≥ c|A| for all
A ⊂ G. Thus by [12, (3.6)] we have that (Cap) holds, and so h̃∗ ≤ 0 by (1.7). We can now
conclude by Proposition 3.1.

Let us give three canonical examples of graphs satisfying the conditions of Corol-
lary 3.2.

(a) any trees with constant weights such that the number Nn of children of each vertex
at generation n and the killing measure κn of each vertex at generation n satisfy
κn ≥ cNn and Nn −→

n→∞
∞,

(b) any trees with bounded degree such that the weight λn of each edge between a
vertex at generation n and a vertex at generation n+ 1 and the killing measure κn
of each vertex at generation n satisfy κn ≥ λn ∧ λn−1 and λn −→

n→∞
∞,

(c) any graphs G with κx ≥ c and κx/λx ≥ c′ for all x ∈ G containing an infinite
connected path (x1, x2, . . . ) ⊂ GN with λxn,xn+1

/ log(n) −→
n→∞

∞.

Note that all these examples have an unbounded killing measure, and in fact one can
easily show that this is always the case for any graphs satisfying either (3.1) or (3.2).
Example (c) shows that one can find graphs with sub-exponential volume growth satis-
fying h̃∗ = 0 and hkill ≡ 1 if the killing measure and weights increase sufficiently fast
along some path, and example (b) shows that it is in fact enough that they diverge at
the same speed to infinity on trees with bounded degree. We refer to Remark 4.6 for
an explanation of why these are important examples in view of Theorem 4.1. Finally,
example (a) shows that it is also possible to find graphs satisfying h̃∗ = 0 and hkill ≡ 1

with bounded weights λx,y, x, y ∈ G, or equivalently bounded lengths ρe, e ∈ E, of the
cables, but with unbounded degree.
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Remark 3.3. In Proposition 7.1, we also give an example of a graph satisfying hkill ≡ 1

for which h̃∗ =∞ (this is the case when α ≤ 1
d ), which also show that the implication (1.5)

is not an equivalence. The advantage of Corollary 3.2 is that it shows that even under
condition (Cap), under which h̃∗ ≤ 0, the implication hkill < 1 ⇒ h̃∗ = 0 is still not an
equivalence.

4 Proof of h̃∗ < 0 on massive graphs

In this section we prove that h̃∗ < 0 on almost any massive graph with sub-exponential
volume growth, bounded weights and κ ≥ c, and on a class of trees including the
(d + 1)-regular tree with unit weights and large enough constant killing measure, see
Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 for exact statements. This shows in particular that the
implication (1.5) is not trivial, and in fact that one has h̃∗ < 0 on most typical examples of
graphs with hkill ≡ 1. Finally, we use the isomorphism between random interlacements
and the Gaussian free field to derive similar results for the interlacement set on the
cable system in Corollary 4.7.

Throughout this section, we will use c and C for constants changing from place to
place, and numbered constants c0, C0... for fixed constants, which appear in increasing
numerical order. For each L ≥ 0 and x ∈ G, let us define the discrete ball B(x, L) = {y ∈
G : d(x, y) < L} with internal boundary ∂B(x, L) = {y ∈ B(x, L) : ∃ z ∼ y, z /∈ B(x, L)},

g(L) = sup
x∈G,y∈B(x,L)c

g(x, y) and b(L) = sup
x∈G
|∂B(x, L)|. (4.1)

Theorem 4.1. Assume that λx ≤ C for all x ∈ G, and that there exist C <∞ and c0 > 0

such that
g(L) ≤ C exp(−c0L) for all L ≥ 0. (4.2)

Assume moreover that either there exist α > 0 and c > 0 such that

b(L) ≤ exp

(
cL

log(L)1+α

)
for all L ≥ 2, (4.3)

or G is a tree and there exist C <∞ and c1 ∈ (0, c0 · c2), where c2 ∈ (0, 1] is some absolute
constant independent of the choice of G, such that

b(L) ≤ C exp (c1L) for all L ≥ 1. (4.4)

Then there exist h < 0, C <∞ and c > 0 such that

PG(x↔ ∂B(x, L) in E≥h) ≤ C exp(−cL) for all x ∈ G and L ≥ 1, (4.5)

where {x↔ ∂B(x, L) in E≥h} is the event that there exists a continuous path π ⊂ E≥h
between x and ∂B(x, L). In particular, h̃∗(G) < 0.

Before proving Theorem 4.1, let us give a few examples of graphs on which it is easy
to check that the conditions of Theorem 4.1 are fulfilled, and thus h̃∗ < 0.

Corollary 4.2. If G is either a graph such that (4.3) holds and there exist c > 0 and
C < ∞ with κx ≥ c and λx ≤ C for all x ∈ G, or if G is a (d + 1)-regular tree endowed
with unit weights and constant killing measure κ ≡ κ̂ ∈ [C0,∞), where C0 ∈ (0,∞) is a
fixed constant depending on d, then (4.5) holds and h̃∗(G) < 0.

Proof. Let us first assume that (4.3) holds and there exist c > 0 and C <∞ with κx ≥ c
and λx ≤ C for all x ∈ G. By Theorem 4.1, one only needs to prove that (4.2) holds.
Under these conditions, the probability that the discrete random walk Ẑ on G is killed
at time one is uniformly bounded from below by infx∈G κx/λx. Therefore, if the graph
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distance between x and y is L, we have that Px(Hy <∞) ≤ (1− infx∈G κx/λx)L, and that
the number of times a random walk starting in y return in y is smaller than a geometric
random variable with parameter κy/λy. Therefore (4.2) holds since

g(L) ≤ sup
x∈G

1

κx
exp

(
log
(

1− inf
x∈G

κx
λx

)
L
)
. (4.6)

Let us now assume that G is a (d + 1)-regular tree endowed with unit weights and
constant killing measure κ ≡ κ̂ ∈ [C0,∞). It is clear that (4.4) holds for c1 = log(d+ 1)

and that λx = (d + 1) + κ̂ for all x ∈ G, and thus in view of Theorem 4.1, we only
need to prove that (4.2) holds for some c0 such that log(d + 1) ≤ c0 · c2. Let us call
p = p(κ̂, d) = Px(Hy < ζ) for some neighbours x and y, which does not depend on
the choice of these neighbours by transitivity. Since for all x, y ∈ G, the random walk
starting in x visits y if and only if it visits the first vertex on the geodesic between
x and y, then the second and so on, one can easily show by the Markov property
that Px(Hy < ζ) = pd(x,y). By transitivity, we immediately obtain that (4.2) holds for
c0 = log(1/p). But since p(κ̂, d)→ 0 when κ̂→∞, one can choose the constant C0 large
enough so that log(d+ 1) ≤ log(1/p(κ̂, d)) · c2 if κ̂ ≥ C0, and we can conclude.

Corollary 4.2 indicates that when the weights and killing measure are uniformly
bounded away from 0 and ∞, we typically have h̃∗(G) < 0. This holds for almost any
graph with sub-exponential volume growth, for instance for the typical example of
the massive d dimensional lattice Zd, d ≥ 3, or for (d + 1)-regular trees, which have
exponential volume growth for d ≥ 2, when the killing measure is large enough. Note
that on the contrary h̃∗(G) ≥ 0 in the massless case κ ≡ 0 by (1.5).

We now turn to the proof of Theorem 4.1, and we are first going to show that the
probability in (4.5) can be made arbitrarily small for an adapted choice of h, depending
on L, which will follow from the coupling between random interlacements and the
Gaussian free field (1.8) and a result from [22] about the probability to connect two
vertices in the level sets at level 0. Under the assumption (4.2), to simplify notation we
define

c3 =
c0
2
, (4.7)

for all L > 0

p(L) =

{
supx∈G cap(B(x, L)) if (4.3) holds,
supx∈G,y∈∂B(x,L) cap([x, y]) if G is a tree,

(4.8)

where [x, y] ⊂ G̃ denotes the geodesic path between x and y in the cable system, and for
all h > 0

a(L, h) =

{
supx∈GP

G
(
x↔ ∂B(x, L) in E≥−h

)
if (4.3) holds,

supx∈G,y∈∂B(x,L)P
G
(
x↔ y in E≥−h

)
if G is a tree.

(4.9)

Note that there are trees such that (4.3) holds, and one can then choose for instance the
first definition for p(L) and a(L, h).

Lemma 4.3. Let G be a graph such that λx ≤ C for all x ∈ G, (4.2) holds and either (4.3)
holds or G is a tree, then there exists C <∞ such that

a

(
L,

t√
p(L)

)
≤ t2 + e−c3L for all L ≥ C and t ≥ 0. (4.10)

Proof. First note that

if (4.2) is satisfied, then the condition (Cap) holds. (4.11)
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Indeed, let A ⊂ G be a finite connected set with diameter n+1, and for each i ∈ {0, . . . , n}
let xi ∈ A be such that d(x0, xi) = i. Then by [12, (2.20)] and (4.2) we have

cap(A) ≥

 1

(n+ 1)2

n∑
i,j=0

g(xi, xj)

−1 ≥ ( 2

n+ 1

n∑
k=0

C exp(−ck)

)−1
≥ cn,

and (4.11) then follows from [12, (3.6)].
Let us take u = t2/(2p(L)), and first assume that (4.3) holds. Recalling the definition

of Cu from (1.8), if x↔ ∂B(x, L) in Cu ∪{x ∈ G̃ : ϕx > 0}, then either Iu ∩B(x, L) 6= ∅ or
x↔ ∂B(x, L) in {x ∈ G̃ : |ϕx| > 0}. By symmetry of the Gaussian free field, (4.11), (1.7)
and (1.8), we obtain

PG
(
x↔ ∂B(x, L) in E

≥− t√
p(L)

)
≤ PI(Iu ∩B(x, L) 6= ∅) + 2PG(x↔ ∂B(x, L) in E≥0).

By (2.17) and (4.1) we moreover have

PI(Iu ∩B(x, L) 6= ∅) = 1− exp
(
− ucap(B(x, L))

)
≤ 1− exp

(
− t

2

2

)
≤ t2.

Moreover, by [22, Propositions 2.1 and 5.2], since g(y, y) ≥ λ−1y ≥ c for all y ∈ G, we
have by a union bound that for all L large enough

PG(x↔ ∂B(x, L) in E≥0) ≤ Cb(L) arcsin(Cg(L)) ≤ exp(−c3L),

where we used (4.2) and (4.3) in the last inequality, as well as the fact that arcsin(x) ≤ Cx
for all x ≤ 1.

Let us now assume that G is a tree and fix some x ∈ G, L ≥ 1, y ∈ ∂B(x, L) and t ≥ 0.
We can prove similarly as before that since G is a tree

PG
(
x↔ y in E

≥− t√
p(L)

)
= PG

(
[x, y] ⊂ E

≥− t√
p(L)

)
≤ PI(Iu ∩ [x, y] 6= ∅) + 2PG(x↔ y in E≥0).

(4.12)

Using (2.17) and [22, Propositions 2.1 and 5.2], we can conclude.

Note that in (4.12), the first equality only holds when G is a tree, which is the reason
why the assumption (4.3) of sub-exponential volume growth can be replaced by the
assumption (4.4) of exponential volume growth in the case of trees. Lemma 4.3 implies
that the probability in (4.5) can be made arbitrarily small by taking h = t√

p(L)
, t small

enough and L large enough. This will serve as the base of a renormalization scheme,
similar to the one presented in [27, Section 7], that we now explain. For some L0 > 0 we
define recursively

Lk+1 = 2Lk

(
1 +

1

(k + 1)1+α

)
for all k ≥ 0, (4.13)

where α is the same constant as in (4.3) if (4.3) holds, and α = 1 otherwise. Then there
exists a constant C1 <∞ only depending on α such that

2kL0 ≤ Lk ≤ C12kL0 for all k ∈ N. (4.14)

Let us also define for all t ≥ 0 and k ∈ N0

hk(t) =
t√
p(L0)

(
1−

k∑
i=1

c

i1+α

)
, (4.15)
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where the constant c = c(α) is chosen small enough so that h∞(t) > 0 for all t > 0, where
h∞(t) is the limit of hk(t) as t→∞. For any h ∈ R we have

{x↔ ∂B(x, Lk+1) in E≥h} ⊂
⋃

y∈∂B(x,Lk+1)

{y ↔ ∂B(y, Lk) in E≥h} ∩ {x↔ ∂B(x, Lk) in E≥h},

(4.16)
and if G is a tree, for any y ∈ ∂B(x, Lk+1), letting z and z′ be the unique points on the
geodesic between x and y such that z ∈ ∂B(x, Lk) and z′ ∈ ∂B(y, Lk),

{x↔ y in E≥h} ⊂ {y ↔ z′ in E≥h} ∩ {x↔ z in E≥h}. (4.17)

The two events on the right-hand side of (4.16) and (4.17) are measurable with respect
to the field on distant sets since for all y ∈ ∂B(x, Lk+1)

d
(
B(y, Lk), B(x, Lk)

)
≥ Lk

(k + 1)1+α
, (4.18)

upon choosing L0 large enough.
Let us now recall the decoupling inequality from [26], which implies that the events

on the right-hand side of (4.16) and (4.17) are almost uncorrelated, up to some sprinkling
parameter.

Lemma 4.4. Let G be a transient graph. For all L ≥ 1, δ > 0, x1, x2 ∈ G with

s
def.
= d(B(x1, L), B(x2, L)) > 0, increasing events A1 and A2 such that Ai ⊂ C(G̃,R)

is measurable with respect to the σ-algebra generated by the coordinate functions and
depend only on the value of the function on the closure of the edges I{x,y}, x, y ∈ B(xi, L)

for each i ∈ {1, 2},

PG(ϕ ∈ A1 ∩A2) ≤ PG(ϕ+ δ ∈ A1)PG(ϕ+ δ ∈ A2) + 2b(L) exp

(
− δ2

8g(s)

)
. (4.19)

Proof. As noted in [10, Theorem 6.2], one can easily adapt the proof of [26, Corollary 1.3]
to the cable system, and we obtain

PG(ϕ ∈ A1 ∩A2) ≤ PG(ϕ+ δ ∈ A1)PG(ϕ+ δ ∈ A2) + 2PG (Hc
δ ) ,

where, denoting by h the harmonic average of the field ϕ in B(x1, L),

Hδ =

{
sup

x,y∈B(x2,L)

sup
z∈I{x,y}

|hz| ≤
δ

2

}
Note that hz is linear on the closure of I{x,y}, and so Hδ is actually equal to the event
Gδ from [26, (1.6)] with Ki = B(xi, L). We can now conclude by [26, Proposition 1.4],
whose proof can easily be adapted to any transient graph.

Combining (4.16), (4.18) and (4.19) with Lemma 4.3, we can now derive a bound on
a(Lk, hk(t)).

Lemma 4.5. Let G be a graph such that λx ≤ C for all x ∈ G and (4.2) holds. If (4.3)
holds, then there exist a constant C2 <∞ depending only on α, as well as C <∞ such
that for all t ∈ (0, 1/2] and L0 ≥ C with

t2 ≥ CL0 exp

(
−c3L0

C2

)
, (4.20)

and for all k ∈ N0, we have

a
(
Lk, hk(t)

)
≤ 1

2
exp

(
C2kL0

k∑
i=0

1

log(Li)1+α

)
(t2 + e−c3L0)2

k

. (4.21)
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If G is a tree such that (4.4) holds, then there exists C <∞ such that for all t ∈ (0, 1/2]

and L0 ≥ C satisfying (4.20), and for all k ∈ N0, we have

a
(
Lk, hk(t)

)
≤ 1

2
(2(t2 + e−c3L0))2

k

. (4.22)

Proof. We fix some t ∈ (0, 1/2] and first prove (4.21) by induction on k under the assump-
tions (4.20) and (4.3). The statement for k = 0 follows directly from (4.10) if L0 is large
enough. Let us now assume that (4.21) holds for some k ∈ N0. Combining (4.16), (4.18)
and (4.19) we obtain by a union bound that

a
(
Lk+1, hk+1(t)

)
≤ b(Lk+1)

(
a
(
Lk, hk(t)

)2
+ 2b(Lk) exp

(
−
( ct√

p(L0)(k + 1)1+α

)2 1

8g(sk)

))
,

(4.23)

where sk = Lk
(k+1)1+α . By (4.21), we moreover have that

b(Lk+1)a
(
Lk, hk(t)

)2 ≤ 1

4
b(Lk+1) exp

(
C2k+1L0

k∑
i=0

1

log(Li)1+α

)
(t2 + e−c3L0)2

k+1

≤ 1

4
exp

(
C2k+1L0

k+1∑
i=0

1

log(Li)1+α

)
(t2 + e−c3L0)2

k+1

,

(4.24)

where the last inequality holds by (4.3) and (4.14) when choosing the constant C large
enough, independently of t and k. Moreover, by (4.2), (4.3) and (4.14), noting that

p(L0) ≤ C
L0∑
k=0

b(k) ≤ CL0 exp
( cL0

log(L0)1+α

)
≤ g(sk)−1/2

for L0 large enough, independently of k, we have(
ct√

p(L0)(k + 1)1+α

)2
1

8g(sk)
≥ ct2g(sk)−

1
2

(k + 1)2(1+α)
≥ ct2

(k + 1)2(1+α)
exp

(
c02kL0

2(k + 1)1+α

)
≥ ct22k+1 exp(c3L0/C2),

for L0 large enough, where C2 is a constant depending only on α. Therefore, upon
choosing C large enough, independently of k, if (4.20) holds then by (4.3) and (4.14)

2b(Lk) exp

(
−
( ct√

p(L0)(k + 1)1+α

)2 1

8g(sk)

)
≤ 1

4
e−c3L02

k+1

≤ 1

4
(t2 +e−c3L0)2

k+1

, (4.25)

and by (4.3) and (4.14), upon choosing C large enough,

b(Lk+1) ≤ exp

(
C2k+1L0

k+1∑
i=0

1

log(Li)1+α

)
. (4.26)

We can easily conclude that (4.21) holds for k + 1 by combining (4.23), (4.24), (4.25)
and (4.26).

The proof of (4.22) is similar when G is a tree and (4.4) holds. Indeed, when
k = 0, (4.22) is just (4.10). Let us now assume that (4.22) holds for some k ∈ N0.
Combining (4.17), (4.18) and (4.19) we have

a
(
Lk+1, hk+1(t)

)
≤ a

(
Lk, hk(t)

)2
+ 2b(Lk) exp

−( ct√
p(L0)(k + 1)1+α

)2
1

8g(sk)

 .

(4.27)
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Moreover, one can easily prove that (4.25) still holds under condition (4.4) since p(L0) ≤
CL0 ≤ g(sk)−1/2 if L0 is large enough, and we can easily deduce from (4.27) that (4.22)
also holds for k + 1.

In view of Lemma 4.5, we are now ready to prove Theorem 4.1.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. We take t ≡ t(L0) = e−c3L0/(4C2), then (4.20) holds if L0 is large
enough. Let us first assume that (4.3) holds. By Lemma 4.5 and (4.14) one can fix L0

large enough, so that for all k ∈ N0

a
(
Lk, hk(t)

)
≤ 1

2
exp

(
C2kL0

∞∑
i=0

1(
i+ log(L0)

)1+α
)

(2 exp(−cL0))
2k

≤ 22
k

exp

(
C2k

L0

log(L0)α

)
exp

(
− c2kL0

)
≤ exp

(
− c2kL0

)
≤ exp(−cLk).

For any L ≥ 1, let us take k ∈ N0 such that Lk ≤ L ≤ Lk+1, then for all x ∈ G by (4.14)

PG
(
x↔ ∂B(x, L) in E≥−h∞(t)

)
≤ a

(
Lk, hk(t)

)
≤ exp(−cLk) ≤ exp(−cL).

Taking the limit as L → ∞, we get that the component of x in E≥−h∞(t) is PG-a.s.
bounded for all x ∈ G, and by a union bound E≥−h∞(t) contains PG-a.s. only bounded
components, that is h̃∗(G) ≤ −h∞(t) < 0.

Let us now assume that G is a tree such that (4.4) holds. We then have by a union
bound that

PG
(
x↔ ∂B(x, Lk) in E≥−hk(t)

)
≤ b(Lk)a

(
Lk, hk(t)

)
≤ C exp(c1C1L02k)42

k

exp
(
− c3

2C2 ∨ 1
L02k

)
,

where we used (4.4), (4.14) and (4.22) in the last inequality. In view of (4.7), since C1

and C2 depend only on α and we can choose α = 1 when G is a tree, we can define the
absolute constant

c2
def.
=

1

4C1(2C2 ∨ 1)
,

and, if c1 ≤ c0 · c2, then, taking L0 large enough, we can easily conclude that (4.5) holds
and h̃∗(G) < 0 similarly as before.

Remark 4.6. Consider any graphs satisfying (4.3) and the conditions of example (c)
below Corollary 3.2, then (4.2) holds by (4.6). Similarly, if G is the (d + 1)-regular
tree, d ≥ 2, with κn = tλn for some t > 0 and sequence λn increasing to infinity,
which is a graph as in example (b) below Corollary 3.2, then it satisfies (4.2) with
c0 = log(1 + t/(d + 1)) by (4.6), as well as (4.4) with c1 = log(d + 1), and in particular
c1 < c0 · c2 if t is chosen large enough. By Corollary 3.2, we have h̃∗ = 0 on these graphs,
and so the condition λx ≤ C in Theorem 4.1 is necessary. It is however not clear whether
one could replace the condition (4.2) by hkill ≡ 1, which is necessary in view of (1.5), and
allow graphs with exponential growth instead of either assuming (4.3) or that the graph
is a tree with fast enough decay of the Green function.

One can easily derive from Theorem 4.1 and (1.8) a similar result but for the random
interlacement set Iu on the cable system.
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Corollary 4.7. Let G be any graph satisfying the assumptions of either Theorem 4.1 or
Corollary 4.2. There exist u > 0 and c > 0 such that

PI(x↔ ∂B(x, L) in Iu) ≤ exp(−cL) for all x ∈ G and L ≥ 1, (4.28)

and in particular the critical parameter associated with the percolation of Iu on the
cable system is positive.

Proof. It follows from (4.11), (1.7) and (1.8) that Iu is stochastically dominated by
E≥−

√
2u. The inequality (4.28) then follows from (4.5) for u = h2/2. Moreover taking the

limit as L→∞, we obtain that Iu contains PI -a.s. only bounded components for any u
satisfying (4.28), and we can conclude.

Remark 4.8. 1) In [6], a result similar to Corollary 4.7 is proven. They consider finitary
random interlacements, which by [4, Proposition 4.1], see also (1.9), correspond to
random interlacements on the graph GT = (Zd, λT , κT ), d ≥ 3, where λTx,y = T

T+1

and κTx = 2d
T+1 . If Iu(⊂ G̃) contains only bounded components, then the set of edges

crossed by a trajectory in the random interlacement process contains only finite
components, which happens a.s. for u small enough by Corollary 4.7. This is thus an
alternative proof of the bound uc > 0 from [6, Theorem 4].

2) One can easily show that h̃∗ > −∞ and that the critical parameter associated with the
percolation of Iu, u > 0, as a subset of the cable system or as a set of edges crossed
by trajectories in the random interlacement process, is finite on any graph G with
uniformly bounded weights and killing measure, that is c ≤ κx ≤ C and c ≤ λx,y ≤ C,
and such that pc < 1, where pc is the critical parameter for Bernoulli bond percolation
on G. We refer to [14] for a review of the literature and a proof of the inequality pc < 1

under rather general conditions, which incidentally uses the property (1.5). Finitary
random interlacements on Zd clearly fulfill all these hypotheses, and combining with
the previous remark, we obtain [6, Theorem 4], but on a more general class of graphs.

Indeed, let us start for each x ∈ G a poissonian number of independent trajectories
starting in x on G̃− with parameter uκx. Then by (1.9), Iu ∩ G̃− has the same law as
the set of points visited by one of these trajectories. For each edge e = {x, y}, the
number of trajectories starting in either x or y and crossing first e has law

Poi
(uκxλx,y

λx
+
uκyλx,y
λy

)
.

Therefore for any u large enough so that 1− exp
(
−uλx,y(κxλ

−1
x +κyλ

−1
y )
)
> pc for all

x ∈ G, there is an infinite connected component of edges crossed by the discrete killed
random interlacement process, and thus Iu(⊂ G̃) contains an unbounded connected
component with positive probability. One can easily check that (Cap) holds for a
graph with uniformly bounded weights and killing measure since eA(x) ≥ κx ≥ c

for all x ∈ G and A ⊂ G. In particular, using (1.7) and (1.8), we know that E≥−
√
2u

contains an infinite connected component with positive probability if Iu does, and we
can conclude.

3) There also exist graphs for which h̃∗ = −∞, for instance finite graphs or Z with
constant weights and constant positive killing measure, as for any h ∈ R there is a.s.
infinitely many n ∈ Z with ϕn < h by ergodicity. We refer to Remark 6.2, 2) for a less
trivial example of a graph for which h̃∗ = −∞.
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5 Doob h-transform

In this section, we introduce the notion of the Doob h-transform Gh of a graph G,
when h : G̃ → (0,∞) is an harmonic function, so that the diffusion X on the cable system
G̃h of Gh is related to the h-transform of the diffusion X on G̃, see (5.7). One can then
also relate the law of the Gaussian free field on G̃h to the Gaussian free field on G̃,
see (5.9), from which one can deduce an effective criterion for (Sign) to hold in terms
of h-transform, see Corollary 5.3, which will be useful in Section 6. Introducing the
notion of h-transform of random interlacements, see Definition 5.4, we finally use results
from [12] to obtain under condition (Sign) the law of the h-transform of the capacity
of the level sets E≥hh (x0) and an isomorphism between the Gaussian free field and the
h-transform of random interlacements for various choices of the harmonic function h,
see Theorem 5.5 and Corollaries 5.9 and 5.11.

Definition 5.1. We say that a function h : G̃ → (0,∞) is harmonic on G̃ if for all x ∈ G

1) h(∂Ix)
def.
= limt↗ρx h(x+ t · Ix) exists and is finite,

2) if e = {x, y} ∈ E or e = x ∈ G, then t 7→ h(x+ t · Ie) ∈ C2([0, ρe), (0,∞)) and

d2h(x+ t · Ie)
dt2

= 0 for all t ∈ [0, ρe),

3) and for all x ∈ G (dh(x+ t · Ix)

dt
+
∑
y∼x

dh(x+ t · I{x,y})
dt

)∣∣∣
t=0

= 0. (5.1)

We define the h-transform Gh of the graph G as the graph with vertex set Gh = G, with
weights λ(h)x,y = h(x)h(y)λx,y, x, y ∈ G, and with killing measure κ

(h)
x = κxh(x)h(∂Ix),

x ∈ G.

Note that this corresponds to the usual definition of harmonicity, that is the generator
associated with the form EG̃ from (2.1) applied to h is equal to 0, see around [16, (2.1)]
for a description of this generator. In order to prove that the graph Gh is part of the
setting described at the beginning of Section 1, we only need to prove that the diffusion
X on G̃h is transient, which follows from (B.1). The conditions 2) and 3) of Definition 5.1
can be respectively equivalently stated as follows: for all e ∈ E ∪G and t ∈ [0, ρe),

h(x+ t · Ie) =

{
2tλx,yh(y) +

(
1− 2tλx,y

)
h(x) if e = {x, y} ∈ E

2tκxh(∂Ix) +
(
1− 2tκx

)
h(x) if e = x ∈ G,

(5.2)

and for all x ∈ G
κxh(∂Ix) +

∑
y∼x

λx,yh(y) = λxh(x). (5.3)

In particular, the total weight of a vertex x ∈ Gh is λ(h)x = h(x)2λx. Note that since h > 0,
the edge set Eh of Gh is equal to E, and we will often identify the edges and vertices of
Gh to the edges and vertices of G.

Let us define a function ψh : G̃ → G̃h such that for all e = {x, y} ∈ E or e = x ∈ G

ψh(x+ t · Ie)
def.
= x+

t

h(x)h(x+ t · Ie)
· Ie for all t ∈ [0, ρe), (5.4)

where with a slight abuse of notation, Ie ⊂ G̃ on the left-hand side of (5.4) and Ie ⊂ G̃h
on the right-hand side of (5.4). We also take ψh(∆) = ∆. Using (5.2), one can easily
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check that this definition does not depend on the choice of the endpoint x or y of Ie when
e = {x, y} ∈ E, and that ψh is bijective. For any forwards trajectories w+ ∈ W+

G̃h
on G̃h,

we define the time change

θw
+

h (t)
def.
= inf

{
s ≥ 0 :

∫ s

0

h
(
ψ−1h (w+(u))

)4
du > t

}
for all t ∈ [0,∞), (5.5)

with the conventions h(∆) = 0 and inf ∅ = ζ, and

(ξh(w+))(t)
def.
= ψ−1h

(
w+(θw

+

h (t))
)

for all t ∈ [0,∞). (5.6)

The process ξh(X) is thus a stochastic process on G̃ under P G̃hψh(x)
, x ∈ G̃, and we call it

the h-transform of X. Indeed, we prove in (5.7) that if T G̃t , t ≥ 0, denotes the semigroup

on L2(G̃,m) associated with X under P G̃x , x ∈ G̃, one can relate the semigroup associated

with ξh(X) to T G̃t , in a way which corresponds to the usual definition of the h-transform,
see for instance [7, Chapter 11]. Moreover, one can also relate the local times associated
with ξh(X) to the local times associated with X under P G̃h· , and the Gaussian free field
on G̃h and on G̃.

Proposition 5.2. Let h be an harmonic function on G̃. Under P G̃hψh(x)
, x ∈ G̃,

the semigroup on L2(G̃,h2 ·m) associated with ξh(X) is f 7→ 1

h
T G̃t (fh), (5.7)

with respect to the measure m,

the field of local times associated with ξh(X) is
(
h(x)2`ψh(x)(θ

X
h (t))

)
t≥0,x∈G̃ , (5.8)

and the Gaussian field(
h(x)ϕψh(x)

)
x∈G̃ has the same law under PGG̃h

as (ϕx)x∈G̃ under PGG̃ . (5.9)

Similar links between the graph Gh and the h-transform have already been noticed
for the discrete graph in specific contexts, see the proof of [23, Proposition 4.6] or the
Appendix of [2], and Proposition 5.2 can be seen as a generalization of these results, and
its proof is presented in the Appendix.

In view of (5.9), one can transfer the results (1.5) and (1.7) about the level sets for
the Gaussian free field on G̃h, defined as in (1.3), to similar results for the sets

E≥hh = {x ∈ G̃ : ϕx ≥ h× h(x)} and E≥hh (x0) = the connected component of x0 in E≥hh .

(5.10)
It then follows directly from (5.9) that for all h ∈ R and x0 ∈ G̃

E≥h(ψh(x0)) has the same law under PGG̃h
as ψh

(
E≥hh (x0)

)
under PGG̃ , (5.11)

where E≥h(x0) = E≥h1 (x0) is the connected component of x0 in E≥h.

Corollary 5.3. 1) If there exists an harmonic function h on G̃ such that (Cap) is satisfied
for Gh, then (Sign) holds.

2) If h is an harmonic function on G̃ such that hkill < 1 on Gh, then E≥hh contains an
unbounded connected component with PG

G̃
positive probability for all h < 0.

Proof. Noting that E≥0h = E≥0 for any harmonic function h on G̃, 1) follows directly
from (1.7) and (5.11), whereas 2) follows directly from (1.5) and (5.11).
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In the rest of this section, we will deduce from Proposition 5.2 and [12, Theo-
rem 1.1,2)] an explicit formula for the law of the level sets E≥hh from (5.10), as well as
various isomorphisms between the Gaussian free field and either the h-transform of
random interlacements, see Theorem 5.5, or killed or surviving random interlacements,
see Corollary 5.9, or the trajectories in the random interlacement process never hitting
a compact K, see Corollary 5.11, which will lead to a proof of Theorem 1.2 in Section 6.
These results are interesting and widely generalize similar theorems in dimension 2,
see [29, Theorems 5.3 and 5.5], or on finite graphs, see [2, Proposition 2.4]. They are
however not needed to prove our main result Theorem 1.1, and the hastened reader can
directly skip to Section 6, see in particular Proposition 6.1 therein, to understand how to
to use Corollary 5.3 to find a graph as in Theorem 1.1,3).

Let us now define the h-transform of random interlacements. If w∗ ∈W ∗
G̃h

, we denote

by ξ∗h(w∗) the trajectory in W ∗
G̃

which corresponds to taking the image modulo time-shift

of a trajectory with backwards part ξh((w(−t))t≥0) and forwards part ξh((w(t)t≥0), for
some w ∈ (p∗

G̃h
)−1(w∗), and one can easily check that this definition does not depend on

the choice of w. To simplify notation, we also denote by ξ∗h : W ∗
G̃h
× [0,∞)→W ∗

G̃
× [0,∞)

the application which associates (ξ∗h(w∗), u) to (w∗, u).

Definition 5.4. If h is an harmonic function on G̃, under PI
G̃h

, let us define ωh = ω◦(ξ∗h)−1

the h-transform of the random interlacement process, and for all u > 0 we denote by
(`hx,u)x∈G̃ the family of local times with respect to m associated with ωh

u , the point process

of trajectories in ω with label at most u, and by Iuh = {x ∈ G̃ : `hx,u > 0} the h-transform
of the interlacement set.

In [12], an explicit formula for the law of the capacity of level sets of the Gaussian free
field was given, as well as a signed version of the isomorphism between the Gaussian
free field and local times of random interlacements on the cable system under the
condition (Sign), generalizing the isomorphism from [36]. Applying these results to
the h-transform Gh of the graph G, we thus obtain the law of the capacity on G̃h of
ψh(E≥hh (x0)), h ≥ 0, as well as an isomorphism between the Gaussian free field and the
h-transform of random interlacements on the cable system.

Theorem 5.5. Let G be a transient graph and h an harmonic function on G̃. If (Sign) is
satisfied, then for all h ≥ 0,

EGG̃

[
exp

(
−ucapG̃h

(
ψh(E≥hh (x0))

))
1ϕx0≥h×h(x0)

]
= PGG̃

(
ϕx0 ≥ h(x0)

√
2u+ h2

)
for all u ≥ 0 and x0 ∈ G̃.

(5.12)

Moreover, (5.12) for h = 0 is equivalent to(
ϕx1x/∈Chu +

√
2`hx,u + ϕ2

x1x∈Chu

)
x∈G̃ has the same law under PIG̃h

⊗ PGG̃
as
(
ϕx +

√
2uh(x)

)
x∈G̃ under PGG̃ for all u ≥ 0,

(5.13)

where Chu denotes the closure of the union of the connected components of the sign
clusters {x ∈ G̃ : |ϕx| > 0} intersecting Iuh .

Proof. By (5.11) for h = 0, if (Sign) holds for G, then it also holds for Gh. Applying
[12, Theorem 3.7] to the graph Gh and using (5.9) and (5.11), we obtain that (Sign)
implies (5.12) for all h ≥ 0. Moreover, it follows easily from (5.8) that for all u > 0

(`hx,u)x∈G̃ has the same law under PIG̃h
as (h(x)2`ψh(x),u)x∈G̃ under PIG̃h

. (5.14)

Applying [12, Theorem 3.9] to the graph Gh, and using (5.9) and (5.14), we obtain
that (5.12) for h = 0 is equivalent to (5.13).
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Remark 5.6. 1) The isomorphism (5.13) generalizes the coupling presented in (1.8)
since it directly implies that

if (Sign) holds, then E≥−
√
2u

h has the same law as Chu ∪ E≥0 under PG ⊗ PI , (5.15)

where Chu is defined similarly as Cu but for the h-transform of random interlacements,
see below (5.13).

2) Following [12], one could obtain several other results on E≥hh , h ∈ R, when h is an

harmonic function on G̃: E≥hh (x0) is non-compact with PG
G̃

positive probability for all

h < 0, capG̃h

(
ψh(E≥0(x0))

)
<∞ PG

G̃
-a.s. for all x0 ∈ G̃ by [12, Theorem 3.2], formulas

similar to (5.12) for h < 0 under condition (Cap) for Gh, see [12, (3.10) and (3.11)],
an equivalence between (5.12) for h = 0 and (5.12) for all h > 0, see [12, (3.14)]
or another formulation of the isomorphism (5.13), see [12, (Isom’)]. Finally, for any
transient graph G, one could also obtain a “squared” version of the isomorphism (5.13),
both on the discrete graph G as in [33], or on the cable system G̃ as in [22]. These
results could also be extended to all the consequences of Theorem 5.5 for h = hkill,
h = hsurv or h = a gathered in Corollaries 5.9 and 5.11 and Theorem 1.2.

3) Let us describe the analogue of the h-transform but for the discrete graph G. We
identify Gh and G and define for all continuous-time trajectories w+ on G and t ≥ 0

θ
w+

h (t)
def.
= inf

{
s ≥ 0 :

∫ s

0

h
(
w+(u)

)2
du > t

}
= inf

{
s ≥ 0 :

∑
x∈G

`x(s)h(x)2 > t
}
,

with the conventions h(∆) = 0 and inf ∅ = ζ, and

(ξh(w+))(t)
def.
= w+

(
θ
w+

h (t)
)

for all t ∈ [0,∞).

Then the results from Proposition 5.2 still hold when replacing ξh by ξh, ψh by the
identity, the diffusion X by the jump process Z, and the Gaussian free field (ϕx)x∈G̃
on G̃ by the Gaussian free field (ϕx)x∈G on G. One can deduce this statement from
Proposition 5.2 by using the fact that Z is the trace of X on G, or prove it directly,
see the proof of [23, Proposition 4.6] for a proof of a similar statement. We can
then also define the h-transform of discrete random interlacements directly with ξh
similarly as in Definition 5.4, and, if (5.12) holds for h = 0, obtain a version of the
isomorphism (5.13) on the discrete graph G between the Gaussian free field on G

and the h-transform of discrete random interlacements similar to [12, (3.16)].

Let us now give some some applications of Theorem 5.5 for some particular choices
of the harmonic function h. The result (5.7) implies that ξh(X) corresponds under PG

G̃h
to the h-transform of X under PG

G̃
, see for instance [7, Chapter 11], and when h = hkill,

see (1.1), one can then classically relate the law of the diffusion X on G̃ conditioned
on being killed with the hkill transform of X, see [7, Theorem 11.26]. Therefore, the
law of X on G̃ conditioned on being killed can be related to the diffusion X on the
hkill-transform G̃hkill of G̃, and since the proof of this result is short, we include it below
for completeness. Similarly, the law of X on G̃ conditioned on blowing up can be related
to the law of X on G̃hsurv .

Lemma 5.7. If G is a graph with hkill 6= 0, then the function hkill is harmonic on G̃.
Moreover, for all x ∈ G̃, the diffusion

ξhkill(X) has the same law under P
G̃hkill

ψhkill
(x) as X under P G̃x (· |WK,+

G̃
). (5.16)
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The same results also hold when replacing hkill by hsurv and WK,+
G̃

by WS,+
G̃

.

Proof. We only do the proof for hkill, the proof for hsurv is similar. If e = {x, y} ∈ E

and t ∈ [0, ρe], then the probability beginning in x + t · Ie that X hits y before x is
tρ−1e , see for instance equation 3.0.4 (b), in Part II of [3], and by the Markov property
hkill(x+t·Ie) = tρ−1e hkill(y)+(1−ρ−1e t)hkill(x) = 2tλx,yhkill(y)+(1−2tλx,y)hkill(x). Similarly,
if x ∈ G and t ∈ [0, ρx), hkill(x + t · Ix) = 2tκx + (1 − 2tκx)hkill(x). Since hkill(∂Ix) = 1

if κx 6= 0, we deduce that (5.2) holds. Moreover for each x ∈ G the formula (5.3) for
h = hkill follows easily from the Markov property for Ẑ at time one, and the function hkill

is thus harmonic on G̃. For all x ∈ G̃, t ∈ [0,∞) and functions f ∈ L2(G̃,h2 ·m) we have
by the Markov property at time t

EG̃x
[
f(Xt) |WK,+G̃

]
=

1

hkill(x)
EG̃x
[
f(Xt)1WK,+

G̃

]
=

1

hkill(x)
EG̃x [f(Xt)hkill(Xt)] ,

and (5.16) follows from (5.7).

Remark 5.8. One can use (5.9) for h = hsurv, which is harmonic when hkill < 1 in view
of Lemma 5.7, to find an alternative proof of (1.5), without using the isomorphism with
random interlacements as in [12]. Indeed, following the reasoning of [5], see also see
the Appendix of [1], one can directly prove using the Markov property for the Gaussian
free field that E≥h(x0) contains an unbounded connected components with positive
probability for all h < 0 and x0 ∈ G̃ on any graph G with κ ≡ 0. If G is a graph such that
hkill < 1, then κ(hsurv) ≡ 0, and we thus have by (5.11) that E≥hhsurv

contains an unbounded
connected component with PG

G̃
-positive probability for all h < 0. In particular, since

hsurv ≤ 1, we obtain that E≥h(x0) contains an unbounded connected component with
PG
G̃

-positive probability for all h < 0, that is h̃ ≥ 0.

As a consequence, one can also relate killed random interlacements on G̃, as defined
below (2.17), with random interlacements on G̃hkill , and surviving random interlacements
on G̃ with random interlacements on G̃hsurv , and apply these results to Theorem 5.5.

Corollary 5.9. If G is a graph with hkill 6= 0, then the random interlacement process

ωhkill has the same law under PIG̃hkill

as the

killed random interlacement process under PIG̃ ,
(5.17)

and for all connected compacts K ⊂ G̃,

capG̃hkill

(
ψhkill(K)

)
=
∑
x∈∂̂K

λxhkill(x)2P G̃
∂̂K

x (H̃K =∞|WK,+
G̃

). (5.18)

Similar results hold when replacing hkill by hsurv, killed random interlacements by
surviving random interlacements, and WK,+

G̃
by WS,+

G̃
.

In particular, if (Sign) holds, or simply (Cap) for G, then (5.12) for h = hkill provides
us with the law of the capacity, given by (5.18), of the hkill level sets of the Gaussian free
field, and (5.13) for h = hkill with an isomorphism between the Gaussian free field and
killed random interlacements, and similarly for the hsurv level sets of the Gaussian free
field and surviving random interlacements when h = hsurv.

Proof. By (2.5) and (5.16) we have for all finite sets K ⊂ G and all x ∈ G that

eψhkill
(K),G̃hkill

(ψhkill(x)) = λ
(hkill)
ψhkill

(x)P
G̃hkill

ψhkill
(x)(H̃ψhkill

(K) =∞)

= λxhkill(x)2P G̃x (H̃K =∞|WK,+
G̃

).
(5.19)
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We thus obtain (5.18) when K ⊂ G, is finite, and one can extend it to any compact K ⊂ G̃
by considering the graph G∂̂K from (2.4).

We now turn to the proof of the identity (5.17) for random interlacements. By
definition of random interlacements, see for instance (2.12), it is enough to prove that

Qψhkill
(K),G̃hkill

◦ (ξ∗hkill
◦ p∗G̃hkill

)−1(A) = QK,G̃ ◦ (p∗G̃)−1(A ∩WK,∗
G̃

) (5.20)

for all finite sets K ⊂ G and measurable sets A ⊂ W ∗
K,G̃

. Using (5.16), one can easily

prove that

P
ψhkill

(K),G̃hkill

ψhkill
(x) (ξhkill(X) ∈ ·) =

P G̃x
(
XLK = x, LK ∈ (0, ζ)

)
P G̃x
(
XLK = x, LK ∈ (0, ζ),WK,+

G̃

)PK,G̃x (·,WK,+
G̃

),

=
(
PK,G̃x

(
WK,+
G̃

))−1
PK,G̃x (·,WK,+

G̃
)

=
P G̃x (H̃K =∞)

P G̃x
(
H̃K =∞,WK,+

G̃

)PK,G̃x (·,WK,+
G̃

),

where we used (2.9) in the last equality. Combining with (5.19) and Lemma 5.7, we
obtain (5.20), and thus (5.17). The proof is similar for surviving random interlacements.
Using Theorem 5.5 and Corollary 5.3 with h = hkill and h = hsurv, we can conclude.

Remark 5.10. 1) One can characterize the killed random interlacement set similarly
as the random interlacement set in (2.17), that is the probability that no trajec-
tory in the killed random interlacement process hit a closed set F is given by
exp(−ucapG̃hkill

(ψhkill(F ))), see (5.18) for an explicit formula, and similarly for sur-

viving random interlacements when replacing hkill by hsurv.

2) When κ 6≡ 0 and {x ∈ G : κx > 0} is finite, (5.13) for h = hkill can be seen as a
reformulation of a signed version of the second Ray-Knight theorem on the cable
system. Indeed, one can then define the graph G∗ which corresponds to G, but
replacing the open end of each Ix, x ∈ G with κx > 0, by a common vertex x∗, and
using (5.17), one can show that the law of the excursions on G of (Xt)t<τx∗u under

P G̃
∗

x∗ (· | τx∗u < ζ) is the same as the law of the trace of the killed random interlacement
process on G under PKI

G̃
, where τx∗u = inf{s > 0 : `x∗(s) > u}, see [12, (A.2)] for a

proof of a similar statement. One can then easily replace `hkill
·,u by `·(τx∗u ) in (5.13),

which corresponds to a version of [23, Theorem 8] on the cable system. In particular,
following the proof of [23, Theorem 8], on any transient graph such that κ 6≡ 0 and
{x ∈ G : κx > 0} is finite, we obtain that (5.13) for hkill holds, and thus (5.12) for hkill

as well.

3) One can prove Theorem 5.13 for h = hkill directly, without using [12] and Doob
h-transform. Indeed, let Kn, n ∈ N, be a sequence of finite subsets of G increasing
to G, κ(n) = κ1Kn , and Gn be the same graph as G, but with killing measure κ(n)

instead of κ. Since {x ∈ G : κ
(n)
x > 0} is finite, as explained before, one can use a

version of [23, Theorem 8] on the cable system to obtain (5.13) on Gn for h = hkill

and n ∈ N. Using the description of killed random interlacements from (2.18) and
Remark 2.4, 1), one can compare for each n ∈ N the killed interlacement measures
on the whole cable system of G̃n and G̃, instead of their restriction to compacts as in
[12, Lemma 6.2]. Proceeding similarly as in the proof of [12, Lemma 6.4], one can
then approximate killed random interlacements on G̃ by killed random interlacements
on the sequence G̃n, decreasing to G̃, to obtain that, when h = hkill, (5.13) holds for
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G if (Sign) or (5.12) holds for h = 0. Following the proof of [12, Proposition 4.2],
we can then also prove that (5.13) implies (5.12) for all h ≥ 0 when h = hkill. It is
less clear how to obtain a direct proof of Theorem 5.13 for h = hsurv, without using
h-transforms.

4) We have E≥0 = E≥0hkill
= E≥0hsurv

, and so Theorem 5.5 provides us not only with an explicit
formula for the capacity of the sign clusters of the Gaussian free field on the cable
system of any graph G satisfying (Sign) when h ≡ 1, but also for the capacity of the
sign clusters on the graph G̃hkill when κ 6≡ 0, as given in (5.18), or on the graph G̃hsurv

when hkill < 1, given similarly as in (5.18) but with hsurv and WS,+
G̃

instead of hkill and

WK,+
G̃

.

5) One also obtains for any A ⊂ G results similar to Corollary 5.9 when taking h =

Px(X is killed on A), by replacing WK,+
G̃

by {X is killed on A} and killed interlace-
ments by killed on A random interlacements, as defined in Remark 2.4, 2), or when
taking h = Px(X is not killed on A), when replacing WK,+

G̃
by {X is not killed on A}

and killed interlacements by surviving on Ac random interlacements. This follows
from considering the graph GA∞ as in Remark 2.4, 2).

Let us now give a consequence of Corollary 5.9, Corollary 5.11, which is another
example of interesting results one can obtain from our Doob h-transform method. It
states that, for any compact K of G̃, one can prove results similar to Theorem 5.5 but for
the Gaussian free field conditioned on being equal to 0 on K and the trajectories in the
random interlacement process ωu avoiding K. In particular, we obtain an isomorphism
similar to (5.13) between these two objects, which can be seen as a generalization of [29,
Theorem 5.3]. Recalling the definition of the hitting time HK from above (2.6), we define
hK(x) = P G̃x (HK = ζ) for all x ∈ G̃, ω(K) the trajectories in the random interlacement

process ω never hitting K, `(K)
·,u the total local times of the trajectories in ω(K) with label

at most u and Iu(K) = {x ∈ G̃ : `
(K)
x,u > 0}. Let us also define for all compacts K,K ′ such

that K ′ ⊂ Kc, ∂̂K ′ ⊂ ∂̂G and ∂̂K ⊂ ∂̂G,

e
(K)

K′,G̃
(x)

def.
= λxhK(x)P G̃x

(
H̃K′ =∞, HK = ζ

)
for all x ∈ ∂̂K ′

and cap
(K)

G̃
(K ′) =

∑
x∈∂̂K′

eK′,G̃(x).
(5.21)

Using (2.4), one can extend this definition of capacity to any compact K,K ′ of G̃ with
K ′ ⊂ Kc. Finally, let E≥h(K)(x0) be the cluster of x0 ∈ Kc in {x ∈ Kc : ϕx ≥ h× hK(x)}.
Corollary 5.11. Let G be a transient graph satisfying (Cap) and K a compact of
G̃. The identities (5.12) and (5.13) still hold when replacing PG

G̃
by PG

G̃
(· |ϕ|K = 0),

capG̃h

(
ψh(E≥hh (x0))

)
by cap

(K)

G̃

(
E≥h(K)(x0)

)
, h(x) by hK(x), PI

G̃h
by PI

G̃
, `hx,u by `(K)

x,u , and Iuh
by Iu(K).

Proof. By (2.4), we can assume without loss of generality that ∂̂K ⊂ G. Up to con-
sidering each connected component of Kc individually, we will assume that Kc is con-
nected. We also assume that hK > 0, otherwise the result is trivially true since otherwise
cap(K)(K ′) = 0 for all compacts K ′ ⊂ Kc and Iu(K) = ∅ a.s. We call GKc = (GKc , λ̄Kc , κ̄Kc)

the graph such that (GKc , λ̄Kc) = (G,λ), κ̄Kc = κ on Kc ∩ G, and κ̄Kc = ∞ on K ∩ G.
Similarly as in the beginning of Section 2, we associate to GKc an equivalent triplet
(GKc , λKc , κKc) with κKc <∞. We finally denote by G′ = GGKc = (G′, λ′, κ′) the enhance-
ment of G containing GKc in its vertex set, see (2.4). One can then identify G̃Kc with
Kc(⊂ G̃) and, using [17, Theorem 4.4.2], show that the law of (Xt)t<HK under P G̃x is
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P G̃Kcx for all x ∈ Kc, and that (Zt)t<HK , see (2.2), has the same law under P G̃
′

x as Z under

P G̃Kcx for all x ∈ GKc . Moreover, using the Markov property for the Gaussian free field,
see [36, (1.8)] for instance, one can easily see that

(ϕx)x∈Kc has the same law under PGG̃ (· |ϕ|K = 0) as (ϕx)x∈G̃Kc under PGG̃Kc
. (5.22)

One can identify trajectories in W+

G̃Kc
which are not killed on ∂̂K, as defined in Re-

mark 2.4, 2), with trajectories in W+

G̃
which do not hit ∂̂K, which correspond P G̃x -a.s.

to trajectories in W+

G̃
which do not hit K since hK > 0. One can thus show that for all

compacts K ′ of G̃Kc that

eK′,G̃Kc (x)PK
′,G̃Kc

x

(
·, X is not killed on ∂̂K

)
= eK′,G̃(x)PK

′,G̃
x (·, HK = ζ) for all x ∈ G̃Kc .

(5.23)
The proof of (5.23) is easy when ∂̂K ′ ⊂ GKc and when considering events involving only
the discrete process Z on GKc since for all x ∈ ∂̂K ′ by (2.5) and (2.9)

eK′,G̃Kc (x)PK
′,G̃Kc

x

(
Z ∈ ·, Z not killed on ∂̂K

)
= λ′xP

G̃Kc
x (Z ∈ ·, Z not killed on ∂̂K, H̃K′ =∞)

= λ′xP
G̃′
x (Z ∈ ·, HK = ζ, H̃K′ =∞)

= eK′,G̃′(x)PK
′,G̃′

x (Z ∈ ·, HK = ζ),

and Z has the same law under PK
′,G̃′

· as the trace of X on G′ = GKc under PK,G̃· . In
more generality, the equality (5.23) can be justified for instance using the last exit
decomposition (A.8) from Appendix A. Therefore, by (2.11) we obtain that

ω(K) has the same law under PIG̃ as

the surviving on (∂̂K)c random interlacement process under PIG̃Kc
.

(5.24)

Noting that since capG̃Kc (F ) ≥ capG̃(F ) for all F ⊂ G ∩ Kc, we also have that if con-
dition (Cap) holds for G, then it also holds for GKc . Using Corollary 5.9 for the graph

G(∂̂K)<∞
Kc and the identity

λxP
G̃K
x (X is not killed on ∂̂K)2P

G̃∂̂K
′

K
x

(
H̃K′ =∞|X is not killed on ∂̂K

)
= e

(K)

K′,G̃
(x)

for all K ′ ⊂ G∩Kc and x ∈ ∂̂K ′, one can easily conclude as explained in Remark 5.10, 5).

Remark 5.12. One could also find results similar to Corollary 5.11 for the Gaussian
free field conditioned on being equal to 0 on K and the trajectories in the surviving
random interlacement process not hitting K, replacing hK(x) by P G̃x (HK = ζ,WS,+

G̃
),

and adapting the definition of the capacity in (5.21). This can be proved using directly
Corollary 5.9 for surviving random interlacements on G̃Kc , as defined in the proof of
Corollary 5.11. Another possibility is to consider the trajectories in the killed random
interlacement process not hitting K, which can be proved using Corollary 5.9 for killed
on Kc ∩G random interlacements on G̃Kc .

6 A non-trivial graph satisfying (Sign) but not (Cap)

In this section, we give examples of graphs for which (Cap) does not hold, but (Sign)
holds, thus showing that the implication (1.7) is not an equivalence. We first give
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trivial examples of such graphs, in the sense that (Sign) can still be easily deduced
from the property (1.6), even if (Cap) does not hold. We then present a condition (6.1),
stronger than the complement of (Cap), under which one cannot deduce (Sign) from (1.6)
anymore, and give an example of a graph satisfying (6.1) and (Sign), by considering
the graph Z2,0 corresponding to the two-dimensional lattice Z2 with constant weights,
infinite killing measure at the origin, and zero killing measure everywhere else, see
Proposition 6.1. Finally, we deduce Theorem 1.2 from Theorem 5.5.

Let us first explain what we mean by a non-trivial example, and we first recall the
trivial example given in [12, Remark 3.5, 3)]. Let 0 be the origin of the graph Z3 with
unit weights and zero killing measure, A ⊂ I0 be some infinite set without accumulation
point, and let G∗ = (Z3)A, see (2.4). The graph G∗ simply corresponds to Z3 plus the set
A attached to 0, and G̃∗ corresponds to Z̃3, plus an additional infinite cable Ix attached to
each x ∈ A(⊂ I0). Then by [12, (2.31)] we have capG̃∗(A) = cap

Z̃3(I0) = cap
Z̃3({0}) <∞,

and so the graph G∗ does not satisfy condition (Cap) in view of [12, (3.6)]. But all
the infinite connected components of Z3 have infinite capacity, and so by (1.6) the
intersection with Z3(⊂ G̃∗) of each connected component of E≥0(⊂ G̃∗) is finite PG

G̃∗
-a.s.

The intersection of each connected component of E≥0 with A is also finite, since the
Gaussian free field on I0 has the same law as a Brownian motion starting in ϕ0 with
variance 2 at time 1 as explained in [12, Section 2.4], and so (Sign) holds for G∗. Actually,
E≥0 is not only bounded but also compact by [12, Lemma 3.1].

Using a similar procedure, one could modify any graph G satisfying (Cap) and (Sign)
such that κx = 0 for some vertex x ∈ G by adding infinitely many vertices on the cable Ix
to obtain a graph which does not satisfy (Cap) anymore, since Ix now correspond to an
unbounded set with finite capacity, but for which (Sign) can still be deduced from (1.6),
since every connected and unbounded components of G have still infinite capacity. More
generally, even when (Cap) does not hold, one can often get some information from (1.6)
about the shape of the connected components of E≥0, which may help in proving (Sign).
However, if we assume that

cap(F ) <∞ for some closed and connected set F ⊂ G̃ with bounded complement,
(6.1)

then the result (1.6) is equivalent to PG(cap
(
E≥0(x0) ∩ F c

)
< ∞) = 1 for all x0 ∈ G̃,

which does not provide us with any information on the boundedness of E≥0(x0) since
F c is bounded. Note that if G is unbounded, then (6.1) implies that (Cap) does not hold.
What we mean with “a non-trivial graph satisfying (Sign) but not (Cap)” is thus a graph
satisfying (Sign) and (6.1). Such a graph does not percolate at level 0, but one cannot
deduce this result from the information (6.1), as opposed to graphs satisfying (or almost
satisfying) (Cap), and we now present an example of such a graph.

Let Z2 be the graph with weights 1
4 between neighbours in Z2 and 0 killing measure,

and Z2,0 be the same graph as Z2 but with infinite killing at the origin. Identifying Z̃2,0

with Z̃2 \ I0, let us denote for each n ∈ N by B(n) the subset of Z̃2,0 identified with
{x ∈ Z̃2 \ I0 : 0 < d

Z̃2(0, x) ≤ n}. With a slight abuse of notation, let us also denote

by a the restriction to Z̃2,0(⊂ Z̃2) of the potential kernel a defined page 5. Since a
is linear on Ie for each edge and vertex e of Z2,0, it satisfies (5.2), and since it also
satisfies (5.3) by [21, Proposition 4.4.2], we obtain that a is harmonic on Z̃2,0, in the
sense of Definition 5.1. One can relate the capacity of a set on the graph Z2,0

a , as defined
in Definition 5.1, to the usual definition of the two-dimensional capacity. Indeed, let us
define for all closed sets A ⊂ Z̃2 such that 0 ∈ A

cap
Z̃2(A)

def.
= cap

Z̃
2,0
a

(
ψa(A \ I0)

)
. (6.2)

This definition is coherent with the usual definition of the two-dimensional capacity capZ2
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from [21, Section 6.6], since by [8, Proposition 2.2]

cap
Z̃2(A) = capZ2(A) for all finite sets A ⊂ Z2 with 0 ∈ A. (6.3)

Using Corollary 5.3, we can now easily show that Z2,0 satisfies (Sign).

Proposition 6.1. (Sign) and (6.1) are satisfied for the graph Z2,0.

Proof. It is clear that n 7→ capZ2,0

(
B(n) \B(1)

)
is constant since a trajectory started on

the boundary of B(n) will come back in B(n) with probability 1, and so B(1)c has finite
capacity, from which (6.1) readily follows.

It follows from [21, Lemma 6.6.7,(b)], (6.2) and (6.3) that for all n ∈ N and connected
sets An ⊂ Z2,0

a with diameter at least n containing {1, 0}

cap
Z̃

2,0
a

(An) ≥ C log(n+ 1),

for some constant C > 0. If A ⊂ Z2,0
a is infinite and connected, let us denote by A′ ⊂ Z2,0

a

a finite connected set connecting A to {1, 0}. By subadditivity of the capacity, see [21,
Proposition 6.6.2], we have that

cap
Z̃

2,0
a

(A) ≥ cap
Z̃

2,0
a

(A ∪A′)− cap
Z̃

2,0
a

(A′) ≥ C log(n+ 1)− cap
Z̃

2,0
a

(A′)

for all n ∈ N since the diameter of A ∪ A′ is at least n. Using [12, (3.6)] and letting
n→∞, we obtain that condition (Cap) holds for the graph Z2,0

a , and so (Sign) holds for
Z2,0 by Corollary 5.3.

Remark 6.2. 1) By Corollary 5.3, if there exists an harmonic function h on G̃ such
that (Cap) is satisfied for Gh, then (Sign) holds, and it is an interesting open question
to know whether a non-trivial graph satisfying (Sign) but not (Cap) on Gh for all
harmonic functions h on G̃ exists. Note that Z2,0 is not such a graph, see the proof of
Proposition 6.1.

2) Actually one can show that on the graph Z2,0, not only is (Sign) satisfied, but actually
h̃∗ = −∞. Indeed, by (1.8) E>−

√
2u has unbounded connected components with

positive probability if and only if the closure of the union of the clusters {x ∈ G̃ : |ϕx| >
0} intersecting Iu has unbounded connected components with positive probability.
But by (Sign), all the clusters of {x ∈ G̃ : |ϕx| > 0} are bounded, and since Z2

is recurrent, the trajectories of Iu in Z2,0 are all finite (they correspond on Z2 to
trajectories starting in 0 and ending the first time they reach 0), and we can conclude.
There are also graphs for which h̃∗ = 0, and so that (Sign) cannot be directly deduced
from (1.6). For instance, instead of taking κ0 =∞ on Z2, one can consider the graph
G obtained by adding to Z2 a distinct copy of Z3, and identifying their respective
origin so that they are equal. Indeed on this graph (Sign) is satisfied by a similar
reasoning as in Proposition 6.1 (extending the definition of a to be equal to 0 on Z3);
and E>−

√
2u is a.s. unbounded for all u > 0 since Iu a.s. always contains unbounded

connected components in Z3, and thus h̃∗ = 0. Moreover capG̃(Z2) = cap({0}) < ∞
(but (6.1) is not satisfied since capG̃(Z3) =∞); and so (1.6) only implies that E>0 ∩Z3

is finite, which is not enough to directly deduce (Sign).

One can also relate the Gaussian free field on Z̃2,0 with the pinned field ϕp defined
in (1.10).

Lemma 6.3. The field (ϕpx)x∈Z̃2\I0 has the same law under PG,p as (ϕx)x∈Z̃2,0 under

PG
Z̃2,0

.
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Proof. Let Z2,0
n the same graph as Z2,0, but with infinite killing measure outside of B(n).

The Gaussian free field under PG
Z̃

2,0
n

converges in law to the Gaussian free field under

PG
Z̃2,0

since by the Markov property at the first time HB(n)c that X hits B(n)c we have

for all x, y ∈ Z̃2,0

g
Z̃2,0(x, y)− g

Z̃
2,0
n

(x, y) = EZ̃
2,0

x

[
g
Z̃2,0(XHB(n)c

, y)1HB(n)c<ζ

]
≤ g

Z̃2,0(y, y)P Z̃
2,0

x (HB(n)c < ζ) −→
n→∞

0.

Moreover, it follows from [29, (5.30)], whose proof can easily be extended to the cable
system, that the Gaussian free field under PG

Z̃
2,0
n

converges in law to (ϕpx)x∈Z̃2\I0 under

PG,p, and we can conclude.

Combining Lemma 6.3 with Proposition 6.1 and Theorem 5.5 will let us easily deduce
Theorem 1.2. Recalling Definition 5.4, let us first define the the two-dimensional random
interlacement process ω(2) under a probability PI,2 as a point process of trajectories on
Z̃2 such that

ω(2) has the same law under PI,2 as ωa under PI
Z̃

2,0
a
, (6.4)

where we identified trajectories on Z̃2,0 with trajectories on Z̃2 avoiding I0. This defini-
tion is coherent with the previous definitions of two-dimensional random interlacements
on the discrete graph Z2, since the trace of ω(2) on Z2 corresponds to the interlacement
process defined above [29, Corollary 4.3], and the associated discrete time skeleton to
the interlacement process defined above [8, Definition 2.1]. The characterization (1.11)
of the corresponding interlacement set Iu2 moreover directly follows from (2.17), Defini-
tion 5.4, (6.2) and (6.4).

Proof of Theorem 1.2. Since a(0) = 0, we have κ(a) ≡ 0 on Z2,0, and so E≥ha contains
an unbounded connected component with PG

Z2,0 positive probability for all h < 0 by
Corollary 5.3. Since (Sign) holds for Z2,0 by Proposition 6.1, one can combine Lemma 6.3
with the results from Theorem 5.5 for G = Z2,0 and h = a with (6.2) and (6.4) to obtain
Theorem 1.2, noting that (1.12) and (1.13) trivially extend to I0 since cap

Z̃2(I0) = 0,
Iu2 ∩ I0 = ∅ PI,2-a.s. and a(x) = 0 for all x ∈ I0.

Remark 6.4. 1) One could also try to prove Theorem 1.2 using Corollary 5.11, similarly
as the proof of Theorem 5.5 from Theorem 5.3 in [29]. Indeed, one can easily deduce
from [29, Lemma 3.1] that for all finite sets K ⊂ Z2 \ {0}

lim
n→∞

4

π2
log2(n)cap

({0})
Z̃2
n

(K) = capZ2(K ∪ {0}),

by [29, (3.7)] that 2π−1 log(n)P
Z̃2
n

x (H0 = ζ) −→
n→∞

a(x) for all x ∈ Z2, and by [29,

(5.30)] that (ϕx)x∈Z2
n

under PG
Z̃2
n

(· |ϕ0 = 0) converges in law to (ϕpx)x∈Z2 under PG,p.

Therefore if one could extend the previous results to the cable system, taking the limit
in the version of (5.12) from Corollary 5.11 with K = {0}, G = Z2

n, u = 4π−2 log2(n)u′

and h = 2π−1 log(n)h′ and extending the previous results to the cable system could

give us (1.12). Moreover, by [29, Corollary 4.3], the law of the trace of ω(0)

4π−2 log2(n)u′

on Z2
n under PG

Z̃2
n

converges to the law of the trace of ω(2)
u′ on Z2 under PI,2, and one

could also try similarly to prove (1.13) by taking the limit in the version of (5.13) from
Corollary 5.11.

This strategy can be effectively applied to prove that the squares of the processes
on both side of (5.13) have the same law, which corresponds to proving [29, Theo-
rem 5.5] but on the cable system. However, the weak convergence results for the
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Gaussian fields and random interlacements from [29] seem not robust enough to
prove rigorously that Theorem 1.2 follows from Corollary 5.11 using the previously
explained strategy, see for instance the proof of [12, Lemma 6.4] which requires more
robust convergence results, and using instead the a-transform directly on the graph
Z2,0 solves this problem.

2) Some results similar to (1.12) and (1.13) also holds but for the usual level sets
Ep,≥h = {x ∈ Z̃2 : ϕpx ≥ h} of the pinned free field. Indeed (Sign) holds on Z2,0 by
Proposition 6.1, and using [12, Theorem 3.7] and Lemma 6.3, one can thus obtain the
law of the capacity (in terms of the graph Z2,0) of the usual level sets Ep,≥h of the
pinned free field for all h ≥ 0. Moreover, by [12, Theorem 3.9], one can also obtain an
isomorphism similar to (1.13) but between the pinned free field on Z2 and random
interlacements on Z2,0, and replacing

√
2ua(x) by

√
2u.

3) One may also want to investigate percolation for the usual level sets Ep,≥h of the
pinned free field. Since Ep,≥0 = Ep,≥0a , it follows from Theorem 1.2 and monotonicity
that Ep,≥h contains PG,p-a.s. only bounded connected components for all h ≥ 0.
Moreover, using (1.8) and Lemma 6.3, it is clear that for all u ≥ 0, Ep,≥−

√
2u contains

unbounded connected components with PG,p positive probability if and only if Cpu
contains unbounded connected components with PG,p ⊗ PI

Z̃2,0
positive probability,

where Cpu denotes the closure of the union of the connected components of {x ∈ G̃ :

|ϕpx| > 0} intersecting Iu. Since hkill ≡ 1 on Z̃2,0, the interlacements on Z̃2,0 consist
only of trajectories whose forwards and backwards parts have been killed in {0} and
so Iu is PI

Z̃2,0
-a.s. bounded. Therefore, since {x ∈ G̃ : |ϕpx| > 0} contains PG,p-a.s.

only bounded connected components, we obtain that Ep,≥h contains PG,p-a.s. only
bounded components for all h ∈ R, that is the associated critical parameter is equal
to −∞.

7 A graph with infinite critical parameter

In this section, we give an example of a graph for which the critical parameter h̃∗,
see (1.4), is strictly positive, and in fact infinite, thus proving that the implication (1.7) is
not trivial. For any α ∈ (0, 1) and d ∈ N, d ≥ 2, we define Tαd as the rooted (d+ 1)-regular
tree, such that, denoting by Tn the set of vertices in Tαd at generation n (seen from the
root),

λ(α)x,y = αn if x ∈ Tn and y ∈ Tn+1,

and 0 otherwise. Moreover, we take κ(α) = 0 if α > 1
d and κ(α) = 1∅ otherwise, where ∅

denotes the root of the tree. Since for x ∈ Tn, n ≥ 1, and α ∈ (0, 1),

P
Tαd
x (Ẑ1 ∈ Tn+1) = d

αn

αn−1 + dαn
=

dα

1 + dα

(
>

1

2
if α >

1

d

)
, (7.1)

we have that Tαd is a transient graph for all α ∈ (0, 1) and d ∈ N, d ≥ 2. Taking A to be an
infinite connected line containing exactly one vertex per generation, and noting that the
equilibrium measure of any sets at a point x ∈ Tn is at most αn−1 + dαn, one can easily
show that cap(A) <∞, and so condition (Cap) is not satisfied for Tαd .

Proposition 7.1. There exists a constant C <∞, such that for any α ∈ (0, 1) and d ∈ N,
d ≥ 2, with

d
(

1− exp
(
−
√
α

dα+ 1

))
> C, (7.2)

the set E≥h contains PG
T̃αd

-a.s. an unbounded connected component for all h ∈ R, and so

h̃∗ =∞.
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Proof. Using the Markov property for the Gaussian free field, see [36, (1.8)] for instance,
one can construct the Gaussian free field on (T̃αd )− (where (T̃αd )− is defined as in page 2
by removing the edges Ix, x ∈ Tαd , from T̃αd ) recursively in the generation n as follows.
Let Yx, x ∈ Tαd , be a family of i.i.d. N (0, 1)-distributed random variables under P, and let
ψ0 = Y0(gTαd (0, 0))1/2. Recursively in n ≥ 0, we then define

ψx
def.
= ψx−Px(H{x−} <∞) + Yx

√
gT cn(x, x), for all x ∈ Tn+1, (7.3)

where x− is the first ancestor of x, i.e., the neighbour of x on a geodesic path from x

to 0, and gT cn(x, x) is the Green function defined as in (2.3) but for diffusion killed on
exiting T cn. Using the Markov property for the Gaussian free field, see [36, (1.8)] for
instance, one can then easily prove that (ψx)x∈Tαd has the same law as (ϕx)x∈Tαd under
PGTαd

. Moreover, let Be, e ∈ E, be a family of independent processes, such that for each

edge e = {x, y} ∈ E between x ∈ Tn and y ∈ Tn+1, Be is a Brownian bridge of length 1
2αn

between 0 and 0 of a Brownian motion with variance 2 at time 1, and let

ψx+t·Ie = 2αntψy + (1− 2αnt)ψx +Bet for all t ∈
[
0, 1/2αn

]
(cf. the beginning of Section 2 for notation). Then (ψx)x∈(T̃αd )−

has the same law as

(ϕx)x∈(T̃αd )−
under PGTαd ; cf. [11, Section 2] for the proof of an analogous construction on

Zd, d ≥ 3. Now for each x ∈ Tn+1, with Ax = {ψx ≥ (λ
(α)
x )−1/2}, in view of (7.3) we have

that

P
(
Ax
∣∣ψx−)1Ax− ≥ P(Yx ≥ (λ(α)x gT cn(x, x))−1/2

)
≥ P(Y0 ≥ 1);

indeed, the inequality on the right-hand side follows since under P
T̃αd
x , Z spends at

least an exponential time with parameter λ(α)x in x ∈ Tn+1 before hitting Tn and so

gT cn(x, x)λ
(α)
x ≥ 1. Moreover, using the exact formula for the distribution of the maximum

of a Brownian bridge, see e.g. [3, Chapter IV.26], we have for all x ∈ Tn+1 and n large
enough, writing e = {x, x−}, on the event Ax ∩Ax− ,

P
(
ψy ≥ (λ(α)x )−

1
4 ∀ y ∈ Ie |ψx, ψx−

)
= 1− exp

(
− 2αn(ψx − (λ(α)x )−

1
4 )(ψx− − (λ(α)x )−

1
4 )
)

≥ 1− exp
(
− αn(λ(α)x )−

1
2 (λ

(α)
x− )−

1
2

)
= 1− exp

(
−
√
α

dα+ 1

)
.

Hence, for all n large enough and any y ∈ Tn+1, the intersection of the cluster of

y in {x ∈ (T̃αd )− : ψx ≥ (λ
(α)
x )−

1
4 } with Tαd stochastically dominates an independent

Galton-Watson tree rooted at y, with average number of children equal to

d
(

1− exp
(
−
√
α

dα+ 1

))
P(Y0 ≥ 1).

Choosing C = P(Y0 ≥ 1)−1, we thus obtain that {x ∈ (T̃αd )− : ψx ≥ (λ
(α)
x )−

1
4 } contains

P-a.s. an unbounded connected component if d
(
1−exp

(
−
√
α

dα+1

))
> C, and since λ(α)x → 0

as d(x, 0)→∞, we deduce that h̃∗ =∞.

Remark 7.2. 1) In both cases, α > 1
d as well as α ≤ 1

d , it is possible to find α ∈ (0, 1)

and d ∈ N, d ≥ 2 such that (7.2) holds. For instance, one can take α = a
d for arbitrary

fixed a > 0, and choose d large enough. In particular, in view of (7.1), this provides
us with graphs such that κ ≡ 0 and h̃∗ =∞ when α > 1

d , or with hkill ≡ 1 and h̃∗ =∞
when α ≤ 1

d .
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2) By means of suitable enhancements, cf. (2.4), one readily derives from Proposition 7.1
an example of a graph G with unit weights and zero killing, on which h̃∗ =∞. Indeed,

fix some d ∈ 2N such that d
(
1 − exp

(
−
√

2/d

3

))
> C. Consider the set A ⊂ (T̃

2/d
d )−

(attached to the weights λ(2/d), κ(2/d) as above) with A∩I{x−,x} = {x−+(k/2) ·I{x−,x} :

1 ≤ k ≤ (d/2)n−1 − 1}, for all x ∈ Tn, n ≥ 1. Then [12, (2.7)] yields that T̃2/d
d ⊂ G̃,

where G def.
= ((T

2/d
d )A, λA, κA), with λA ≡ 1 and κA ≡ 0, whence h̃∗(G̃) = ∞ by

Proposition 7.1.

3) By [12, Theorem 3.2], we have that cap(E≥0(x0)) <∞ PG
T̃αd

-a.s. for all x0 ∈ G̃, and so

h̃cap∗ ≤ 0, where h̃cap∗ is the critical parameter associated to the percolation of E≥h in
terms of capacity, see [12, (3.2)]. In particular, when α > 1

d and (7.2) holds, then Tαd
is an example of a graph for which the inequality [12, (3.4)] is strict.

4) In [12, Corollary 3.11], it is proved that, under the condition that (5.12) holds for
h = 0 and h ≡ 1, (Sign) is not satisfied implies h̃∗ =∞. If one could prove that there
exist α ∈ (0, 1) and d ≥ 2 fulfilling (7.2) such that Tαd satisfies (5.12) for h = 0 and
h ≡ 1, this would show that this implication in [12, Corollary 3.11] is not trivial. It
is also an interesting question whether there exist graphs on which h̃∗ ∈ {0,∞}. We
hope to come back to these questions soon.

A Appendix: Proof of Theorem 2.1

Before starting the proof of Theorem 2.1, let us recall some interesting facts from
the theory of diffusions, which will lead to the important last exit decomposition (A.8) of
the diffusion X on G̃, that is a decomposition of the law of X before and after the time
LF at which X leaves a closed set F of G̃. Using [17, Theorems 4.1.2 and 4.2.4], one
can associate to the diffusion X a symmetric family of probability densities (pt(x, y))t>0,
x, y ∈ G̃, such that

Px(Xt ∈ dy) = pt(x, y)m(dy), and then g(x, y) =

∫ ∞
0

pt(x, y) dt. (A.1)

The fact that the formula (A.1) for the Green function holds, recall the definition (2.3),
can be for instance deduced from [24, Theorem 3.6.5]. Let us now recall some useful
results from [15, Section 2] about the existence of Markovian bridges, that we apply to
our m-symmetric diffusion X. Under Px, the process (pt−s(Xs, y))s∈[0,t) is a martingale,
and thus we can define

Px,y,t(A)
def.
=

Ex[pt−s(Xs, y)1A]

pt(x, y)
for all A ∈ Fs := σ(Xu, u ≤ s) and 0 ≤ s < t,

and this definition is consistent. One can extend the definition of Px,y,t to a probability
measure on Ft, which informally corresponds to the law of a bridge of length t between x
and y for X. Applying the optional stopping theorem to the martingale (pt−s(Xs, y))s∈[0,t),
see for instance Theorem 3.2 in Chapter II of [28], we have that for all t > 0 and stopping
times T

Ex[pt−T (XT , y)1A,T<t] = Px,y,t(A, T < t)pt(x, y) for all A ∈ FT , (A.2)

where FT = {F ∈ Ft : F ∩ {T ≤ s} ∈ Fs for all s < t} is the filtration associated with T .
Moreover by m-symmetry of X, we have for all t > 0 and x, y ∈ G̃ that

(Xt−s)s∈[0,t] has the same law under Px,y,t as (Xs)s∈[0,t] under Py,x,t. (A.3)
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Using (A.3), one can derive a decomposition for stopping time on the reversed time scale:
for all random times τ such that {τ ≥ t} is in σ(Xt+u, u ≥ 0), we have that a.s.

(Xs)s∈[0,τ ] has the same law under Px(· | Gτ ) as (Xs)s∈[0,τ ] under Px,Xτ ,τ , (A.4)

where Gτ = σ(τ,Xτ+u, u ≥ 0). Using results for general Hunt processes, see either [25,
Theorem 8], [19, Proposition 5.9] or [18, Theorem 2.12], under Px, if LF ∈ (0, ζ) then
(Xs+LF )s>0 is a Markov process depending on the past only through XLF , and so we
have for all x ∈ G̃, on the event LF ∈ (0, ζ), that

(Xs+LF )s≥0 has the same law under Px(· |LF , XLF ) as (Xs)s≥0 under PFXLF , (A.5)

where PF· is defined in (2.8). Combining (A.4) and (A.5), one can thus describe the law
of (Xt)t≥0 both before and after the last visit LF of F . Let us now describe the law of LF
and XLF . Following the proof of [34, (1.56)] and [12, (2.18)], we moreover have that

Py(XLF = x, LF ∈ (0, ζ)) = g(y, x)eF (x) for all x, y ∈ G̃. (A.6)

This leads to the following description of the law of LF and XLF .

Lemma A.1. For all closed sets F ⊂ G̃ and x ∈ G̃ and y ∈ ∂̂F we have

Px(LF ∈ dt, LF ∈ (0, ζ), XLF = y) = pt(x, y)eF (y)dt. (A.7)

Proof. For all t > 0, we have by the Markov property at time t and (A.6)

Px(t < LF < ζ,XLF = y) = Ex
[
PXt(XLF = y, 0 < LF < ζ)

]
= Ex

[
g(Xt, y)

]
eF (y).

Using (A.2), we moreover have Ex[ps−t(Xt, y)] = ps(x, y) for all s > t, and so by (A.1)

Ex
[
g(Xt, y)

]
=

∫ ∞
t

Ex
[
ps−t(Xt, y)

]
ds =

∫ ∞
t

ps(x, y) ds,

and we can conclude.

We are now ready to give the last exit decomposition of (Xt)t≥0 before and after time
LF . We denote by W+,f

G̃
the set of continuous trajectories in G̃ with finite length, that is of

continuous functions from [0, t] to G̃ for some t > 0. Let πt : {w ∈W+

G̃
: t < ζ} →W+,f

G̃
be

the application w 7→ w|[0,t] andW+,f

G̃
be the σ-algebra generated by w 7→ ((w(st))s∈[0,1], t)

when we endow {w : [0, 1] → G̃ : w is continuous} × (0,∞) with the product topology.
For each A1 ∈ W+,f

G̃
and A2 ∈ W+

G̃
, using (A.4) with τ = LF , we have that for all x ∈ G̃

and y ∈ ∂̂F

Px
(
(Xt)t∈[0,LF ] ∈ A1, (Xt+LF )t≥0 ∈ A2, XLF = y, LF ∈ (0, ζ)

)
= Ex

[
1(Xt+LF )t≥0∈A2,XLF =y,LF∈(0,ζ)(Px,y,LF ◦ π

−1
LF

)(A1)
]

= PFy (A2)Ex

[
1XLF =y,,LF∈(0,ζ)(Px,y,LF ◦ π

−1
LF

)(A1)
]
,

where we used (A.5) in the last equality. By (A.7), we moreover have that

Ex

[
1XLF =y,LF∈(0,ζ)(Px,y,LF ◦ π

−1
LF

)(A1)
]

= eF (y)

∫ ∞
0

(Px,y,s ◦ π−1s )(A1)ps(x, y) ds.

Summing over y in ∂̂F , see (2.6), we thus obtain the following last exit-decomposition
for all closed sets F ⊂ G̃, x ∈ G̃, A1 ∈ W+,f

G̃
and A2 ∈ W+

Px
(
(Xt)t∈[0,LF ] ∈ A1, (Xt+LF )t≥0 ∈ A2, LF ∈ (0, ζ)

)
=
∑
y∈∂̂F

eF (y)PFy (A2)

∫ ∞
0

Px,y,s(π
−1
s (A1))ps(x, y) ds. (A.8)

Theorem 2.1 follows classically from the last exit decomposition (A.8), as we now explain.
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let us fix a compact K and a closed set F with K ⊂ F . For all
A ∈ W0

K,G̃
, let A′ = {(w(t + HF ))t∈R : w ∈ A}, with the convention that ω(t + HF ) = ∆

for all t ∈ R if HF = ζ−. In order to prove (2.12), it is enough to prove that

QK,G̃(A) = QF,G̃(A′) for all A ∈ W0
K,G̃ such that A′ ∈ W0

F,G̃ . (A.9)

Indeed one can then define 1W∗
K,G̃

ν = QK,G̃ ◦ (p∗
G̃

)−1 for all compacts K of G̃, and this

definition is consistent by (A.9), and we can conclude by taking a sequence of compacts
increasing to G̃. The uniqueness of ν is clear since W ∗

K,G̃
increases to W ∗

G̃
as K increases

to G̃, and (A.9) directly implies (2.12).
Let us now prove (A.9). Using (2.8), (2.11) and (A.6) we have

QK,G̃(A) =
∑
x∈∂̂K

1

g(x, x)
Px(A+)Px

(
(Xt+LK )t≥0 ∈ A−, XLK = x, LK ∈ (0, ζ)

)
,

where A+ is the forwards part of A and A− its backwards part, as defined above (2.11).
Since A′ ∈ W0

F,G̃
, taking A± = {(w(t))t∈[0,HK ] : ω ∈ A′}, one can easily check that

LK ∈ (0, ζ) and (Xt+LK )t≥0 ∈ A− if and only if 0 < LK ≤ LF < ζ, (Xt+LF )t≥0 ∈ (A′)−

and (X−t+LF )t∈[0,LF−LK ] ∈ A±. Therefore using (A.8) for F and (A.3), we obtain that for

all x ∈ ∂̂K

Px
(
(Xt+LK )t≥0 ∈ A−, XLK = x, LK ∈ (0, ζ)

)
=
∑
y∈∂̂F

eF (y)PFy
(
(A′)−

) ∫ ∞
0

Px,y,s
(
(Xs−t)t∈[0,s−LK ] ∈ A±, XLK = x, LK ∈ (0, s]

)
ps(x, y) ds

=
∑
y∈∂̂F

eF (y)PFy
(
(A′)−

) ∫ ∞
0

Py,x,s
(
(Xt)t∈[0,HK ] ∈ A±, XHK = x,HK ∈ [0, s)

)
ps(y, x) ds.

Moreover by (A.2), we can write∫ ∞
0

Py,x,s
(
(Xt)t∈[0,HK ] ∈ A±, XHK = x,HK ∈ [0, s)

)
ps(y, x) ds

=

∫ ∞
0

Ey
[
ps−HK (x, x)1(Xt)t∈[0,HK ]∈A±,XHK=x,HK∈[0,s∧ζ)

]
ds

= Ey

[
1(Xt)t∈[0,HK ]∈A±,XHK=x,HK<ζ

∫ ∞
HK

ps−HK (x, x) ds
]

= g(x, x)Py
(
(Xt)t∈[0,HK ] ∈ A±, XHK = x,HK < ζ),

where we used (A.1) in the last equality. Combining the previous equations, we thus
obtain by the strong Markov property at time HK that

QK,G̃(A) =
∑

x∈∂̂K,y∈∂̂F

eF (y)Px(A+)Py
(
(Xt)t∈[0,HK ] ∈ A±, XHK = x,HK < ζ

)
PFy
(
(A′)−

)
=

∑
x∈∂̂K,y∈∂̂F

eF (y)Py
(
(A′)+, XHK = x,HK < ζ

)
PFy
(
(A′)−

)
= QF,G̃(A′),

where we used in the second equality the fact that (Xt)t≥0 ∈ (A′)+ if and only if HK < ζ,
(Xt)t∈[0,HK ] ∈ A± and (Xt+HK )t≥0 ∈ A+, and we can conclude.
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B Appendix: Proof of Proposition 5.2

In this Appendix, we prove the link between the graph Gh and the notion of h-
transform, which is presented in Proposition 5.2. We recall the definition of the Dirichlet
form EG̃ and of the domain D(G̃, m̃) for any measures m̃ on G̃ from (2.1) and above, and

for simplicity let us write f ′ ∈ L2(G̃, m̃) if f|Ie ∈ W 1,2(Ie, m̃|Ie) for all e ∈ E ∪G and
(f ′, f ′)m̃ <∞. We begin with the following essential lemma.

Lemma B.1. If h is an harmonic function on G̃, then ξh(X) is an (h2 · m)-symmetric

diffusion on G̃ under P G̃hψh(x)
, x ∈ G̃, with associated Dirichlet form EG̃(fh, gh) on L2(G̃,h2 ·

m) with domain D(G̃,h2 ·m).

Proof. Let mh be the Lebesgue measure on G̃h. The process XθXh (t) corresponds to a time

changed process by a PCAF with Revuz measure (h◦ψ−1h )4, as follows from [17, (5.1.13)]
for f = 1. Therefore by [17, Theorem 6.2.1 and (6.2.2)], the Dirichlet form associated
with the ((h ◦ ψ−1h )4 ·mh)-symmetric diffusion (XθXh (t))t<(θXh )−1(ζ) under P G̃hx , x ∈ G̃h is

EG̃h(f, g) on L2(G̃h, (h ◦ ψ−1h )4 ·mh) with domain {f ∈ L2(G̃h, (h ◦ ψ−1h )4 ·mh) ∩ C0(G̃h) :

f ′ ∈ L2(G̃h,mh)}, where mh is the Lebesgue measure on G̃h.

Let m′h = ((h ◦ ψ−1h )4 · mh) ◦ ψh. Following [31, Section 13], if T̃t, t ≥ 0, is the

semigroup on L2(G̃h, (h ◦ ψ−1h )4 ·mh) associated with (XθXh (t))t<(θXh )−1(ζ), then the semi-

group on L2(G̃,m′h) associated with ξh(X) is f 7→ T̃t(f ◦ ψ−1h ) ◦ ψh. Therefore using
[17, Lemma 1.3.4], one can easily prove that the Dirichlet form associated with the

m′h-symmetric diffusion ξh(X) under P G̃hψh(x)
, x ∈ G̃, is EG̃h(f ◦ ψ−1h , g ◦ ψ−1h ) on L2(G̃,m′h)

with domain {f ∈ L2(G̃,m′h) ∩ C0(G̃) : (f ◦ψ−1h )′ ∈ L2(G̃h,mh)}. Let us fix some e ∈ E ∪G,
and consider ψ|Ie and h|Ie as functions on Ie, that we can identify with (0, ρe) if e ∈ E,
or [0, ρe) if e ∈ x. Then using (5.2) we have (ψh)′(x) = h(x)−2 for all x ∈ Ie, and
(ψ−1h )′(x) = (h ◦ ψ−1h (x))2 for all x ∈ ψh(Ie), and so we have by substitution for all
e ∈ E ∪G and for any Borel sets A ⊂ Ie

m′h(A) = ((h ◦ ψ−1h )4 ·mh)(ψh(A)) =

∫
ψh(A)

(h ◦ ψ−1h )4 dmh

=

∫
A

h2 dm = (h2 ·m)(A),

and so m′h = h2 ·m. Moreover for any functions f, g with (f ◦ψ−1h )′, (g◦ψ−1h )′ ∈ L2(G̃h,mh)

we have∫
ψh(Ie)

(f ◦ ψ−1h )′(g ◦ ψ−1h )′ dmh =

∫
ψh(Ie)

(f ′ ◦ ψ−1h )(g′ ◦ ψ−1h )(h ◦ ψ−1h )4 dmh

=

∫
Ie

f ′g′h2 dm.

Therefore, the domain of the Dirichlet form associated with ξh(X) is D(G̃,h2 ·m). In-
tegrating by parts and noting that h′ = h′e is constant on Ie by Definition 5.1,2), we
have ∫

Ie

f ′g′h2 dm =

∫
Ie

(fh)′(gh)′ dm− h′e

∫
Ie

(fg)′hdm− (h′e)
2

∫
Ie

fg dm

=

∫
Ie

(fh)′(gh)′ dm− h′e[fgh]Ie .
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Moreover,∑
e∈E

h′e[fgh]Ie =
1

2

∑
x,y∈G
x∼y

dh(x+ t · I{x,y})
dt

(
f(y)g(y)h(y)− f(x)g(x)h(x)

)

= −
∑
x,y∈G
x∼y

dh(x+ t · I{x,y})
dt

f(x)g(x)h(x),

and ∑
x∈G

h′x[fgh]Ix = −
∑
x∈G

dh(x+ t · Ix)

dt
f(x)g(x)h(x).

Therefore we obtain by (2.1) that the process ξh(X) under P G̃hψh(x)
is a (h2 ·m)-symmetric

diffusion, and its associated Dirichlet form on L2(G̃,h2 ·m) is

EG̃h(f ◦ ψ−1h , g ◦ ψ−1h ) =
∑

e∈E∪G

∫
ψh(Ie)

(f ◦ ψ−1h )′(g ◦ ψ−1h )′ dmh

=
∑

e∈E∪G

∫
Ie

(fh)′(gh)′ dm

+
∑
x∈G

f(x)g(x)h(x)
(dh(x+ t · Ix)

dt
+
∑
y∼x

dh(x+ t · I{x,y})
dt

)
= EG̃(fh, gh),

where we used (5.1) in the last equality.

Lemma B.1 let us thus compare the law of ξh(X) under the P G̃hψh(·) and the law of X

under P G̃· , from which Proposition 5.2 follows easily.

Proof of Proposition 5.2. It follows from [17, Lemma 1.3.4] that the Dirichlet form on

L2(G̃,h2 ·m) associated with the semigroup 1
hT
G̃
t (fh) is

lim
t↘0

1

t

(
f − 1

h
T G̃t (fh), g

)
h2·m = lim

t↘0

1

t
(fh− T G̃t (fh), gh)m = EG̃(fh, gh),

with domain D(G̃,h2 ·m), and is thus the semigroup associated with ξh(X) by Lemma B.1.
Let us now turn to the proof of (5.8). Following [22, Section 2], we have for all x ∈ G̃

and t ≥ 0 that P G̃h· -a.s.

`ψh(x)(t) = lim
ε→0

1

mh(ψh(B̃(x, ε)))

∫ t

0

1Xu∈ψh(B̃(x,ε)) du,

where B̃(x, ε) = {x + t · Ie ∈ G̃ : t ∈ [0, ε] and e ∈ E ∪G with x ∈ Ie}. Taking u = θXh (s),
we have ∫ t

0

1(ξh(X))s∈B̃(x,ε) ds =

∫ θXh (t)

0

1Xu∈ψh(B̃(x,ε))h
(
ψ−1h (Xu)

)4
du,

and one can easily check that

mh

(
ψh(B̃(x, ε))

)
m
(
B̃(x, ε)

) −→
ε→0

1

h(x)2
.
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We thus obtain that

lim
ε→0

1

m(B̃(x, ε))

∫ t

0

1(ξh(X))s∈B̃(x,ε) ds

= lim
ε→0

1

h(x)2mh

(
ψh(B̃(x, ε))

) ∫ θXh (t)

0

1Xu∈ψh(B̃(x,ε))h
(
ψ−1h (Xu)

)4
du

= h(x)2`ψh(x)(θ
X
h (t)).

Let us finally prove (5.9). According to (5.8), with respect to the measure (h2 ·m), the
field of local times associated with ξh(X) is

(
`ψh(x)(θ

X
h (t))

)
t≥0,x∈G̃ , and so the associated

Green function is gG̃h(ψh(x), ψh(y)), x, y ∈ G̃. Moreover, by (5.7) and (A.1), with respect
to (h2 ·m), the family of probability densities associated with ξh(X) is pt(x, y)/(h(x)h(y)),
x, y ∈ G̃, and so by (A.1) its Green function is gG̃(x, y)/(h(x)h(y)), x, y ∈ G̃. We thus
obtain that

h(x)h(y)gG̃h(ψh(x), ψh(y)) = gG̃(x, y) for all x, y ∈ G̃. (B.1)

In particular, the two processes in (5.9) are centered Gaussian processes with the same
covariance function, and we can conclude.
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